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THE TWO ROLES OF SAM RAYBURN
by Anthony Champagne
3
Sam Rayburn served in the U.S. House of Representatives for
nearly one half of a century. He was first elected from the Fourth
Congressional District of Texas in 1912 and served as the district's
representative until his death in 1961. During that time, he worked
closely with his fellow Texan, John Nance Garner, played a major role
in the creation of the Roosevelt-Garner ticket in 1932, served as the
workhorse of the New Deal during his chairmanship of the Interstate
and Foreign Commerce Committee, served as Majority Leader, and
then as the most powerful and most effective Speaker since Joseph
Cannon served in that office early in this century. Rayburn was con-
sidered for Presidential nomination and more seriously considered for
the Vice Presidency. He played a key role in such legislation as rural
electrification, soil conservation, anti-monopoly laws, the regulation of
railroads, utilities, and securities, the oil depletion allowance and the
1957 Civil Rights Act.
For at least one quarter of a century Rayburn played two roles:
a district representative role and a Congressional leadership role. This
paper is an effort to explain how Rayburn was able to successfully fill
both roles even though his national and district roles did not always
seem compatible.
The Rayburn Style
All people attempt to project a particular image to the world and
Sam Rayburn was no exception.' At the outset of this discussion, it
is important to note that Rayburn had an enormously complex per-
sonality. He balanced the roles of Speaker and district representative;
he was one of the nation's most able legislators; he was comfortable with
the good ole boys in Merit. Texas, and with representatives, senators,
and presidents. Rayburn could be kind or cold, gruff or friendly, soft
or hard. He could defend presidents and criticize them; support them
and curse them. Congressman Richard Bolling may have best under-
stood the complexity of the man and the Rayburn style,
[Rayburn] was infinitely being presented as this wonderfully simple
presence until you got to know him. He was one of the most com-
plex people I ever saw. He presented an image that he made up
in his own mind sometime in the late teens of the century or the
'20's. That was always the image that he held, but behind that,
there was this infinitely complex subtlety.'
Anthony Champagne is an associate professor of political science at The Univer-
sity of Texas at Dallas. He has conducted over sixty interviews with associates
of Sam Rayburn and is writing a book on Sam Rayburn and His District.
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Rayburn grew up on a small farm and had known poverty in his
youth. He had been a catIOn farmer and knew the difficulties of rural
life. Rayburn stressed his upbringing in many of his speeches within
his Northeast Texas district which was comprised of Fannin, Grayson,
Hunt, Kaufman, Rockwall, Collin, and Rains counties. He presented
the image of a lifelong farmer who was in government to try to relieve
the burdens and drudgery of farm life. He often talked about how his
father had given him $25.00 when he went to Commerce to attend
Mayo College and how he worked his way through college. It was an
image of a poor, hard working, country boy who worked hard, got an
education, and did well without ever forgetting his origins or his ambi-
tion to make life better for people who were then living on the farms.
One of Rayburn's friends described the Rayburn image, "Many times
I have heard him tell the story of his little country schooling and his
mother and father. I think this is what gave him such great ties to his
people. As a country kid myself, and going to a three teacher school,
gosh, I could relate to that. So could everybody in his district. We all
felt like he was one of us.'''
Rayburn was born in 1882 and was given the name Samuel
Taliaferro Rayburn. It was a name that was too fancy and when Ray-
burn went into politics it was dropped in favor of the much plainer
name, Sam Rayburn. Rayburn sought identification by his constituents
as one who was a kindred spirit, one with similar origins and values.
"Sam," said one of his county leaders, H was as common as an old shoe." 1
If Rayburn ever chewed tobacco in Washington, it was not recalled
by a long time aide.' In the district, however, Rayburn always seemed
to have a plug of tobacco in his cheek. Somehow he always seemed to
manage to spit in the fireplace of his home when constituents were
visiting." If nothing else, they would remember that Mr. Sam was just
a plain fellow, one who even spit tobacco in his fireplace. In Washing-
ton, Rayburn wore suits which were tailor made. One would never see
him wearing khakis, an old shirt, and a slouchy hat. In Bonham that
was Rayburn's regular attire' Over twenty years after his death, Ray-
burn's friends remembered him wearing a torn shirt, or old fashioned
shoes, or khakis and an old hat, or tieing a knot in his shoelaces because
they were too short to tie a bow. Once Rayburn got to Bonham, his
voice seemed to change. The East Texas accent became more pro-
nounced and the drawl thickened. In Bonham, he cut his own wood and
worked his cattle. He would tease men who smoked "women's ciga-
rettes" which were filter tips, his brand being unfiltered Camels, and
in Bonham he never rode in the Speaker's limosine or the Cadillac
given him by members of Congress. Instead, he rode in his well dented
pickup truck or his sister's Plymouth.'
One long time staff member noted that Rayburn in the district
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was a different man from Rayburn in Washington.' In bis later years
in Washington, Rayburn was not only the most powerful member of
the House, he was a revered institution. He was the distinguished,
reserved, almost worshipped Speaker. John Brademas described the
Washington Rayburn,
[Rayburn] had immense moral authority around here. He was
Speaker longer than anybody in history. Just his mere physical
presence commanded great, great respect ... You approached him
almost as if you were approaching a divinity."
In Bonham, Rayburn seemed to relax. He was much more informal.
It was almost as if there were two Sam Rayburns: The Washington
Rayburn and the Bonham Rayburn-two aspects of the man, both
well suited if not necessary for Rayburn's political well being.
Character
Rayburn had a personal trait which is worthy of special mention.
His life style was a simple one and did not change even after he was the
Speaker for years. His Washington apartment though pleasant, was the
same one that he lived in for over twenty years, and it would never be
described as elegant. His home, though comfortable, was one that he
built in 1916. Rather than buy a color television, he purchased a piece
of multi-colored plastic, which when placed over the screen of a black
and white television gave an approximation of a color television picture.
It was a simplicity of life style which projected an image of honesty."
Rayburn was quite proud of his reputation for honesty and for
being a man of his word. In fact, he made efforts to avoid even the
appearance of a conflict of interest. Quite contrary to common practice,
after Rayburn went to Congress he did not maintain a law office at
home. That way there was no danger of a conflict between his Con-
gressional work and his legal affairs. Rayburn also made it a practice
to own no stocks or bonds. He did not even keep his money in a savings
account for fear that a conflict might arise over federal regulations of
those rates and his savings. All his savings were kept in a checking
account or were invested in his farm or his ranch. Rayburn did not
accept honorariums for speeches and frequently even paid his own
expenses when he was invited to speak. l~ Perhaps Rayburn's greatest
pleasure was the Sam Rayburn Library which was constructed with
private donations. Even in reference to Library donations, Rayburn
showed concern over the appropriateness of accepting funds. On one
occasion, for example, a wealthy man made a very large donation to
the Library and Rayburn insisted that the money be returned since
Rayburn had suspicions about the donor's character and feared the
donor was trying to influence Rayburn through such a substantial gift. ..
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Rayburn's ethical behavior did not go unnoticed. It was used
during some of his campaigns for office to show that his election would
result in the election of an honest man. For example, a 1932 election
flyer states, "We submit that Sam Rayburn owns no stocks or bonds,
but that his savings are in a farm in Fannin County; that he was reared
on a farm and that, therefore he has the interests of the farmer at
heart ..."" His honesty likely benefited him as Speaker as well since
it would be important to other members of Congress that the Speaker
be above reproach.
Rayburn took pride in being a man of his word. Time and again,
Rayburn's associates emphasized that if Rayburn gave his word on
something, he kept that promise. ". It was a valuable trait for the Wash-
ington Rayburn since so much of the negotiation in the legislative arena
is based on trust. A politician who earns the reputation of being untrust-
worthy will often find that he has difficulty working with other politi-
cians. The Bonham Rayburn also stressed the value of one's word.
Rayburn almost never told a constituent that he would do something.
Instead, Rayburn would tell the constituent, "I'll see what I can do"
or "I'll look into that." For Rayburn promises were never given
lightly...
Rayburn was a man from humble origins, he presented the image
of being unpretentious and personally honest. With such an image, a
politician in the district would readily inspire support and trust. Senator
Henry Jackson noted that a major component of Rayburn's success was
his character. His constituents trusted him and had faith in him. Jack-
son pointed out:
Had he [Rayburn] been merely a representative, voting as a repre-
sentative from Bonham, there is no doubt in my mind that a repre-
sentative ... from that district would have voted differently than
the Speaker ... He was a big enough man, he had the stature, he
had the respect in his district that they allowed him to do those
things ... So character, integrity, respect, all those things play a
very important role in my judgment, in how people vote. That
was the genius of Mr. Rayburn. Me. Rayburn was an institution
and his opponents could get up and say he was a Socialist, a radical,
he was way out there, but who is going to believe it down there
because he was a respected man. IT
Rayburn apparently shared the belief that votes were often cast on the
basis of the character of the candidates. When he campaigned, accord-
ing to one of Rayburn's county leaders,
He would go around and meet people around over the district, he
wouldn't promise all sorts of things he knew he probably couldn't
deliver on. He tried to tell them something about himself; what
kind of man he was. And then, in effect, he said to them, "If you
think I am the kind of man you can feel comfortable with having
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as your representative in Washington, then I would like your vote.
Otherwise, then you should vote for somebody else. I can't sit
bere now and tell you how I am going to vote on all these issues
that are going to come up in the next two years, but I will tell you
this: I will vote on each one of them only after a study of the pros
and cons and I'll vote to the best of my judgment and conscience.''''
Character is a difficult concept to define in politics and there were
those in the district who did not see Rayburn as a man of character.
However, Rayburn's folksy style coupled with his integrity caused him
to have a huge following in the district who had great respect and
admiration for the man, Such a personal following allowed Rayburn
considerable flexibility in his Washington political behavior because so
many of his constituents felt he could do no wrong. An ability to relate
to constituents and character while important, however, was not suffi-
cient for Rayburn's success in the district. It was also always made
clear to the people of the Fourth District that Sam Rayburn was effective
in Washington and that he benefited the district.
Tbe Benefits To Tbe District
Ultimately, the test of a politician's worth is his ability to satisfy
constituents, and they have insatiable appetites." Few congressmen
have been as fortunate and as skilled as was Rayburn in being the
guiding hand for several laws, two, in particular, which rapidly and
dramatically affected the lives of thousands of constituents. Rayburn
rarely gave a speech without mentioning rural electrification and farm-
to-market roads. Both resulted from Rayburn's legislative activities,
Electricity revolutionized life on the farm. Rayburn said, "It will take
some of the harsh labor off the backs of the farm men and women. Can
you imagine what it will mean to a farm wife to have a pump in the
well and lights in the house?"'" Rayburn might have also asked if one
could imagine the rewards to a rural congressman who authored rural
electrification legislation. That act alone was enough for many of
Rayburn's constituents to feel forever indebted to him."
Rayburn was fond of saying, "1 want my people out of the mud
and 1 want my people out of the dark." Rural electrification got those
people out of the dark, farm-to-market roads got them out of the mud.
Rayburn stressed that his efforts had obtained federal money for rural,
farm-to-market roads. In the black lands of the Fourth District, wet
weather makes the rural dirt roads impassable. The black earth becomes
a bog through which it would be difficult to ride horseback and impos-
sible to drive. Rayburn knew how valuable hard surfaced farm-ta-
market roads were to the district and in speeches he would say such
things as,
I've been out on a farm and was so lonely that 1 was just hoping
somebody would pass so I could see a horse, or a wagon go by.
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When you are bogged down out there and can't go anywhere, the
farmers can't get their children to school, they can't get their pro-
duce to market, they can't get to a doctor if they are sick."'
It was those memories, Rayburn claimed, that caused him to insist that
the highway bill provide funds for secondary as well as major highways. "
In addition to rural electrification and farm-to-market roads, Rayburn
was a strong advocate of soil conservation programs, programs which
were very valuable to a district such as the Fourth where much of the
land had been significantly eroded. o ,
A very important contribution to the district was Lake Texoma. ,
The gigantic lake, one of the largest man made lakes in the United
States, covers 89,000 surface acres and can hold 2,722,000 acre feet
of water. It is located in both Texas and Oklahoma and is formed by
the Red and Washita Rivers. The water, impounded by the Denison
Dam, is too salty for consumption, but the project protccts thousands
of acres from floods, has great recreational value, and supplies hydro-
electric power.'" Another major water project was Lake Lavon, located
in Collin County on thc East Fork of the Trinity River, Lake Lavon
cost $12,000,000 and stores 425,000 acre feet of water. Contrary to
the water carried by the Red River, the water in the Trinity River is
not salty and Lake Lavon's water is used for consumption. Nearly one
fourth of the lake's capacity is dedicatcd to the use of water-starved
communities in the area. Lake Lavon is not a power source, though it
has recreational value and has major soil conservation and flood control
purposes,"' Rayburn is also largely responsible for other smallcr lakes
in the district. In Fannin County these lakes would include Lake
Fannin, Bonham State Park Lake, Coffee Mill Lakc, and Lake Davey
Crockett. "
Rayburn also brought military bases to the district. These included
Perrin Field near Sherman, Jones Field near Bonham, and Majors Field
near Greenville. The bases were all flight training schools, the largest
being Perrin Field. During World War II, about 5,500 pilots graduated
from Perrin Field's basic flying school'"
Rayburn was also largely responsible for the establishment of a
War Department hospital in McKinney. Thc hospital had 1,500 beds
and functioned as a center for the care of those wounded during World
War II. After the war, the sizc of the hospital was reduced to 620 beds
and the hospital was transferred to thc Veteran's Administration.'" The
hospital remained open until after Rayburn's death. Rayburn's influence
brought a veterans' domiciliary to Bonham as well. The domiciliary
provided a home for veterans who were unable to care for themselves
and who had no home. It had 300 domiciliary beds and 50 hospital
beds. It also provided jobs for 262 people most of whom were Fourth
District residents. 11
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Over the years Rayburn was also instrumental in bringing numer·
ous temporary projects to the district. For example, during the Depres.
sian Rayburn was influential in obtaining several Civilian Conservation
Corps camps for the district." During World War II, his efforts led to
the location of a prisoner of war camp in Kaufman County. Since the
POW's worked on neighboring farms, the camp functioned to relieve
the labor shortages on the farms.'" These projects were coupled with
effective work at more routine levels, such as obtaining an upward
adjustment in the federal payment toward construction programs and
aiding localities and businesses in cutting through red tape. Rayburn
was also known as a Congressman who was interested in individual
problems of cons tituents and as a Congressman who could be of great
help to individuals in their dealings with government agencies." Such
effectiveness built up a vast storehouse of personal and community dcbts
which were owed Rayburn. Payments on thcse debts were, of course,
madc by supporting and voting for Mr. Sam.
Rayburn's ability to bring so many benefits to his district was in
largc part due to the leadcrship positions that he held in thc House.
Interestingly, his leadership in the House was based upon his secure
district base and the political flexibility that the secure base gave him.
It was this interaction between his Washington and district roles that
together explain Rayburn's remarkable political longevity and effective-
ness.
The Interaction Between Leadership Roles
Rayburn the Fourth District Congressman and Rayburn the
Speaker were generally compatible roles for Rayburn, but the roles did
not always mesh. As Henry Jackson has pointed out, when Rayburn
assumed the power of the Speakership, he also had to realize that he
was more than a Northeast Texas Congressman. Jackson stated,
.He wore two hats; (I) representing his district, and (2) being a
leader of a party that embraced diverse political views. He made
a decision when he became Speaker. To the extent he wanted to
stay as Speaker, it was his responsibility and duty to help other
members who had problems other than agriculture, namely the
cities. He wouldn't go to extremes. He sort of carved an inde-
pendent course. He was supportive of aid to the cities. He was
supportive of programs that essentially had an orientation in
favor of the North. He was strongly supportive of Western inter·
ests in the field of irrigation, reclamation, the building of power
dams, basic public resourCe development."
This attempt to balance his role as Speaker and as district representative
was not always an easy onc. In 1944, for example, Rayburn was chal·
lenged by state senator G. C. Morris. Morris had made an outstanding
state legislative record as the leading opponent of Governor "Pappy"
O'Daniel's transactions tax and Rayburn recognized that Morris was
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a very serious opponent." As Speaker, however, Rayburn's time and
energy was spent in Washington due to the war and Rayburn was not
able to build and mend political fences in the district." In addition,
Rayburn's leadership role put him in the position of being blamed for
the burdens and inconveniences of the war effort."' As Jackson recalled,
"It was tough for him" and in 1944 Rayburn had a "hard campaign
against him" because he was charged with being "too liberal" in that
he supported programs as a national leader which a Bonham Congress-
man would not be inclined to support. '" Rayburn weathered that 1944
challenge. Even though there was pride that the Fourth District had
the Speaker as its Congressman,'" the 1944 election does point out
that there is a fine balance that Rayburn had to maintain the representa-
tion of local district interests and national concerns.
Time and again, Rayburn faced the charge that he was Speaker at
the expense of representing the interests of his district. In 1948, for
example, Rayburn was attacked for being pro-civil rights. Rayburn's
supporters wrote him that he was in danger of losing the election
because he was closely tied in people's minds with President Harry S.
Truman and Truman's civil rights program."' In 1952 as well, though
Rayburn ran against a far weaker candidate, there was also an attempt
to blame Rayburn for the unpopular policies of the Truman Admin-
istration.~.
How then did Rayburn maintain that balance between national
and district roles? Much of the explanation goes back to Rayburn's
style. His down-to-earth, folksy style in the district allowed him to
relate to and establish a personal bond with his constituents. That
characteristic, coupled with Rayburn's character and integrity, built a
vast reservoir of trust and goodWill among his constituents. It was a
feeling well expressed by one of his long time supporters,
My feeling about Mr. Sam and I know my father's as well, was
that he was going to do the right thing and he was going to do what
was right and fair and honest. There would be nothing devious
about him and there would be no sell out. We might wonder why
he voted that way but as far as I was concerned, it might be some-
thing that I'd think I'd be against, but if he voted for it, I'd think,
well, I'm just not informed enough."
In addition to that trust in Rayburn it was clear that Rayburn was
effective as a legislator in benefiting the district. Such an abundance
of trust, goodwill, and indebtedness of constituents to him for his
successful efforts in their behalf gave him a great deal of political
security in his district and the necessary freedom of action in Washington
to function as a national political leader."
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SECESSION IN THE PINEY WOODS
by Martha Emmons
Old Nacogdoches has often been called "the cradle of Texas his-
tory." And well it might be. But for me, on fire as I was for history
and folklore, Nacogdoches, over in the piney woods, was Happy Hunting
Ground.
I rolled into that town, old in history but new to me, one day in
late August. I was driving my shiny new Model T Ford, yclept Secession
because it was grey-and-blue and because it had frequent uprisings as
we bounced over those unsurfaced roads of East Texas. The roads
were unfamiliar to me. So was my new car. So was driving any kind
of motor vehicle. Never until that morning had I driven an automobile
one mile.
I planned to arrive looking as trim and neat as did Secession,
whom I dusted off several times along the way. Especially for that first
appearance I had bought a pretty pink suit, with a white kid belt touched
up with gold along the edges. But the late-summer heat plus the wash-
board roads twisted that kid belt and its metal trimmings into a strange
knot, all gathered up in the back. The gold had leaked greenish-blue
all around the waist and far, far up the back toward the shoulders of
that pink jacket that was to have been so handsome.
Green splotches notwithstanding, I did get a room at the Redland
Hotel. I checked in, soon got myself re-arrayed, and then went out to
visit the family of some fine friends from Baylor days. Already I was
in love with the place: with Nacogdoches, with its people, with the
pines, and with East Texas. Wanted to learn more about it.
I lost no time exploring the region. Little old Secession and I
were soon driving around just anywhere, a-sleuthing after anything to
be found concerning the people, the places, their past, and what might
yet be. And all of this in spite of an ominous warning. Lost in a back
road one day I met a friendly gentleman of Cajun ancestry who told
me that "All Nacogdoches is haunted by evil spirits, and so are all roads
leading to it." Pretty dangerous ground. Still we got around, Secession
and I.
From the first I could see that I was dealing with young people a
bit more sophisticated, more daring than were the high schoolers I had
known. At the first senior class party they made off with "Whiskey
Tony," as they called the little fake-fur monkey which was tied to Seces-
sion's radiator cap. Every day for weeks someone among them inno-
cently and anxiously inquired if I had "found Tony."
Martha Emmons taught history at Nacogdoches High School before moving to
Baylor University 10 teach English. She is a distinguished member of the Texas
Folklore Society.
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Eager to launch a local history program I gave my American
history classes as first assignment, six snapshots, to be handed in two
weeks later. With each picture was to be a short statement of the his-
toric significance of the place. Promptly came the pictures, loads of
them; so many that I knew I could never find time during school hours
to assort them. I took them home with me and began going through
them. To my surprise I found one house after another where Thomas
J. Rusk had committed suicide. At first I thought there must be some
mistake. Then with more and more pictures in widely separated spots,
each the site of the demise of the illustrious Thomas I. Rusk, it all
became clear, too clear. New teacher. What would she know about
which house was which? What difference did it make? Any snapshot
would do; so on went the caption "Place where Thomas J. Rusk com-
mitted suicide." Yes, that was it. Pretty well figured out except for one
thing. Those youngsters failed to consider that in my ramblings I just
might pick up a few facts here and there, and at least might recognize
some houses. I knew they must be having great fun comparing notes:
"I turned in a picture of the Episcopal rector's home"; another: "Shoot!
That's nothing. I snapped a picture of the very house where she lives.
What the heck? I'll bet she never notices it," and so on. Good time
being "had by all."
One evening at home I selected about a dozen snapshots in as
many locations, each purporting to be the place where Thomas J. Rusk
committed suicide. I strung them along two lengths of red velvet ribbon.
Next morning I took them to school. Just before the first class I hung
them from the holding at top of the board, front and center. The class
entered, all smiles, all civility. After roll-checking and other prelimi-
naries I told them how I was enjoying the pictures, finding them inter-
esting and instructive. I took a long pointer and indicated the one at
the top. Naively I began: "For instance, I was interested and a little
surprised to learn that Thomas J. Rusk committed suicide at this place
on Irion Hill, the house now occupied by the Saunders family, I believe."
I saw the sly looks implying "Poor thing!" but went bravely on. "This
house stands on Orton Hill and is now owned by my good friends, the
H. B. Davis family. Here, I understand, Thomas J. Rusk committed
suicide." On and on for a few more pictures. By thai time they were
laughing, all right, but were langhing at themselves. A tall boy in the
back of the room arose and strode to the front and saying, "You win!"
removed the picture he had brought. Others followed. Then we got
down to business.
On the high school grounds stood a building reconstructed from
the stones of what had been the Old Stone Fort of Nacogdoches. So
far as I could see it was serving no purpose and had no furnishings
except two long tables. At one end of the building was a raised platform
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extending the width of the room. Soon came the suggestion that we
open the Fort and start a museum in it. Nothing happened for a while.
Then one day a girl brought a coverlet with the story accompanying it;
and a letter written from a piace in Tennessee, in 1862. In the letter
the writer gave his views of the conflict then on, and gave his dismal
forecast for the outcome of it. Another student brought a spinning reel.
Then everybody caught the fever. Gifts came roiling in, some from
persons not known to be interested in such a project. Class members
volunteered to list the articles, others to arrange them in the Fort. Well-
wishers supplied two display cases. Guns and knives were assigned to
a table. Resourceful youngsters improvised a room on the platform.
Brown paper and a goods box became a fireplace. An old corded bed-
stead supplied resting place for the coverlet. An old trunk turned up
from somewhere, and from the attic of the old Orton home place came
a clock, and a rocking-chair with a widened desklike arm on the right
side, both mementos of the days when Mr. Orton served in the Congress
of the Republic of Texas.
With so many interesting relics of course we must show them off.
Our first open house was for the grade school children and their teachers.
Class members took their places about the room, some in period cos-
tumes, and proceeded to give the younger seekers-after-history the "true
account" of every article. But the temptation became too great for
them. Soon I noted undue excitement at the guns-and-knives table. I
strolled over that way just in time to hear about a certain knife with a
deer's foot handle, given to us by someone who said it was about 75
years old. The "informant" solemnly declared, "Cain killed Abel with
this knife." I think I lost consciousness for a few seconds; then I heard
that "Daniel Boone hunted bears in Kentucky with this knife." I don't
know what other wonderous exploits featured that seventy-five-year old
knife. About that time I saw Morris Smith uncoil himself and tell his
listeners that "This trunk was found in Banita Creek, half-filled with
Spanish gold." When I could get a word with them I took the boys to
task about telling such enormous whoppers. They advised me, "Now
you go right on back over there and tell those teachers all about the
Haden Edwards letters that we found in the band house downtown, and
leave us to deal with these kids. We know what they want to hear.
We've got to make it interesting to them."
They must have done it. Here they came, every time they saw
the doors of the Fort open, evidently desiring to hear more of the same.
Soon came parents, grandparents, many of them bringing relics procured
under all sorts of juvenile duress. One man declared, "That grandson
of ours shook us down for everything on the place that he thinks has
any history to it. He was with us one night last week, and we haven't
seen his great-grandmother's square-lensed eyeglasses since. They'll
turn up over here at the Fort before long." They did.
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We began to have so much company that we could see that some-
body needed to be on hand to greet visitors at all times, or at least at
certain specified times. Students gave hours at the Fort according to
their schedules. Two or three times a week 1 "held the Fort," as we said.
One day just as 1 was herding out one group 01 visitors and just
as the five-minute bell rang for class passing, here came another group.
I saw no way to get away from them. My stance on tardiness to class
was well-known. Only the day before, 1 had laid about me with some
who had drifted into late arriving. I closed my tirade with about these
words: "You are all my friends. But if you can't get here before that
last bell stops jingling, please do not embarrass me. Just turn your
steps to the office and get a tardy slip." I tried to hustle the visitors
out, and as soon as 1 could decently get away I fairly new across the
campus, up those numerous short flights of steps, landed at the top step
just as the darn bell gave its last jingle. At the door stood suave, genteel
John Byrd. He paraphrased my own words: "We are all your friends;
but if" ... etc. And very gently the door closed. Then the class called
a "business meeting" 3':ld delegated a member to give proper invitation
to "Miss Secession" to enter.
One result of the episode was the decision, reached in another
business meeting, to move down to the Fort with classes, maps, and all,
and hold as many classes there as many times a day as could be
arranged. Then visitors could come and go as they liked and our work
could go on. Besides, such an arrangement would "keep Miss Secession
out of trouble." We did just that.
"Holding the Fort," hosting visitors, giving intelligent attention to
arranging the relics required help, sometimes errand-running. Instead
of one "second in command," as 1 usually had, I relied on all of them.
Especially for fast errand-running I called more and more on a trio:
Macra Jenkins, Fern Farris, and Bill Parsons. Because of a student's
blunder in pronouncing The Three Musketeers, the trio came to be
called the "three muskeeters."
In such a place as Nacogdoches, a program of all-indoors study of
history would be like the action of the teacher who pulled the blinds
down while the circus parade passed by and then kept the children in
after school because they didn't know their geography lesson, about the
wild animals of Africa. Many of the students became interested in the
Alabama-Coushatta Indian Village in Polk County. I had never heard
of the Indian Village until I spent a night in Livingston en route to
Nacogdoches from Houston. Secession soon learned the way to the
Indian Village. I took oversized loads of schoolkids with me. Sometimes
individuals would go in small groups on their own. At that time the
plight of the Indians was not good. Mr. Clem Fain, of Livingston, led
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the way in calling them to the attention of the federal government. A
number of our students made posters and wrote themes, to help in the
undertaking.
From reports of all those outside activities naturally came the idea
of an all day "history tour" just for American history classes. And so
the plan was arranged, with administrative blessing. High school students
knew the roads better than I knew them. They also knew places and
persons of interest to such a study. Certain students prepared lectures,
each selecting a subject or else accepting one from one. I gave forth
only two dicta: (I) that they be on time, and (2) that each bring a
lunch, because I didn't know where we might be at getting-hungry time.
All the rest I left to committees: itinerary, transportation, and corre-
spondence with those whom we wished to interview. We were to leave
from the Fort promptly at eight o'clock. The transportation committee
reported "plen-tie" transportation, and that each person was to pay fifty
cents. There were 84 to go. Came the day, came the hour. I arrived a
few minutes before takeoff time, and found trucks-and-trailers loaded
one with boys, the other with girls. Virgil Prince collected the fares.
Standing by, ostentatiously showing a package for me to think of as
a lunch-but which was quite likely a folded-up newspaper-was a
lad called "Skinny" Simons, a great favorite of mine. With disarming
smile and manner he asked, "How about letting me go on this tour?"
"Can't do it, Skinny," brusquely from me. "I wouldn't a bit mind
your going. But you are not a member of anyone of the classes; and
if I let the bars down I would have the whole school, and it would turn
into a picnic. This is not a picnic. It is a history lesson."
Only a smile from Skinny. I was sorry, but I couldn't help it.
I got on with the girls and right on the stroke of eight we started,
first stop to be the cemetery. The boys came along behind us. At the
cemetery several students made their little talks; the others took notes,
some of them using friends' shoulders as writing desks. I grew almost
tearful over their ~'sweet, sweet attitude," making do with whatever was
at hand for desk space. A few more stops in town, with a student-
lecture at each spot. Next stop was a mile or two out of town. A student
lectured about some person who had figured in Texas history. "Then
the Mexican government had him put in jail." he said. From somewhere
in the crowd came a doleful moan: "Um-m-m! 'Po' Gawd!" as only
Skinny Simons could utter it. I looked for him. "Skinny Simons! Get
out of this crowd and go back to school," I ordered. Virgil Prince piped
up: "He paid his four bits." Then they told me how I had looked right
at him two or three times, and how in the cemetery they had shielded
him by putting their notebooks on the shoulders of those in front of
them, etc. He had come forth with his well-known expression just to let
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me know he was there, He had aim waited about it until we were far
enough from school that he thought I wouldn't have the heart to make
him go back,
Down through the years I have used that incident as "the right
way to do a wrong thing," The lad had not tried to persuade me, or
to put the responsibility on me, He asked for permission, I refused it
and gave him the reason, From that point he took matters in his own
hand, No doubt his zeal for history on that particular day was that he
wanted to accompany his sweetheart (whom he later married), I said,
"All right now, I don't care what they do to you when you get back
to school on Monday, So far as I am concerned, you are a, w,o.1. from
class." Sweetly smiling, he said, "Yessum," and that was that. On we
went. I never did know what they did to him at school. He may have
smiled himself past the discipline committee, I don't know,
Sometime along in the dead of winter I went to the show with
some friends one night, all of us in Secession. After the show we went
to the home where I was staying, and up to my room. I wanted to
show them a new hat or something, While we were up there we heard
a car take off, One remarked, "That sounds like Secession," but we
thought no more about it. When we came down, there in the bright
street light where I had left Secession was nothing. But nothing, I
began to cry, to call "the law," and to realize that I had not paid my
automobile tax, all at the same time. After what seemed a long time
here came the constable, "Doc" Watson, and we started out in search
of my "little grey-and-blue Ford," As to number, I was too excited
to know. But he said he knew that little Ford, Then he asked, me a
lot of questions, among others, was the key in the ignition? Yes, but
what had that to do with us now? All I wanted to do was "find Seces-
sion," "Oh, I just wish some of those old high school kids would come
by," I wailed, "They would make short work of finding Secession and
the person who took her." Just then here came a carload of them, about
three couples. I shouted, "Secession's lost. Go hunt 'er!"
"Yessum. We sure will" came sympathetically from the group.
From time to time they drove alongside and anxiously asked,
"Have you seen Secession yet?"
"No. But don't you leave me!"
"No'rn, we won't" came from the dear ones.
And so the hunt continued.
We shook every grain of red dust all over old Nacogdoches, and
combed the woods around. At last I gave up, discouraged and beaten,
told the constable to drive on into town. As we came on down North
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Street, there a few doors up from my house set Secession, all cairn and
undisturbed in the winter moonlight, key still in place-and I spent the
next ten years of my life trying to find out "Who stole Secession?"
The straight of it seems to be about this. A fine, quiet lad who
helped in his father's drug store closed the store that night and walked
up the street toward his home. On his way he found Secession sitting
there, key in place and ready for travel. He got in and drove to his
house, a few doors up the street. At home he went inside, called a few
of his friends. "Come on over," he said. "This ought to be good. I've
got Secession." As they trailed me they would have to drop back now
and then, to keep me from hearing the girls giggling. All that time I
was waxing lyrical about the "precious things. Lord bless 'em! Here
they are at this time of night, trying to help me find Secession. They
ought to be home in bed." All this in tears. Those youngsters must
have gone in cahoots with the whole school, and maybe "Doc" Watson
besides, to keep me dangling at the end of the string for so long.
I never did battle over gum-chewing in class unless it became a
real disturbance. One timc the class assembled for their final exami-
nation. I noticed one after another sawing away on gum. I said some~
thing about it. One said, "Oh, please let us chew gum! I can think
better when I'm chewing gum." Others chimed in with the ""me plea.
I stopped. "Is there anything to all this?" I asked. "Can you really
think better when you're all stoked up with chewing-gum?"
"Yes, indeed!" came the chorus.
I scrambled around in my desk, to provide everybody with the
stuff if they thought that gave them an advantage. I had several pieces
but not enough for everybody. Penny collection hurriedly followed, and
I pitched in what they lacked, and dispatched Joe Prince on a long lope
to the nearest store, to buy needed brain-aid. He was back in a few
minutes, and on went the examination. I don't know whether the gum
helped or not; but far be it from me, I thought, to interfere with any
young persons's thinking power.
One evening a senior student called and asked if he might come
down and get a little help on the test slated for next day. Students often
did that. I was always glad to clear up anything that I had failed to do
in class discussion. He asked a few questions. As he took his leave he
thanked me for the time; then he "stood tall in his boots" and said,
"Now I'm gonna say something that you won't like. It may make you
mad."
"Fire away," I said.
Then, in about these words, he said: "It's about the questions
that we usually have on our tests. I often notice those on the board
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for the first class. Maybe they are hard, but they are such that if any-
body has studied he can answer them. But by the time we get there,
at eighth period, we've been mean all day and you're tired; and it looks
like you just put anything up on that board that comes to your mind.
Sometimes the questions are not related to what we've been studying."
It is natural for anyone of us to think of the other fellow's ques-
tions, the other fellow's task as easier than our own, and I pointed that
out to the student. But even allowing for that margin of error I knew
there was basis for the lad's contention. Often I would gamble on
writing the questions for the last class, during my study period, would
be interrupted, and the quality of the questions would suffer. Besides,
whether he did or did not have a good point, he was a citizen of that
school and as such had the responsibility of doing what he could do
to correct inequities. It was just as well that we looked at the situation
together. I saw a way open. Make out both sets of questions at the
same time, then give the first class a choice (by number) of the set for
their test, and leave the other set for the last-period class. That is what
I should have done from the first.
That student's conference with me was in all seriousness. But those
youngsters did pull many a prank. Resourceful, audacious, mischievous,
I suppose they were all three. At graduation time, my first year with
them, a senior girl called me at my home and said she would like to
come right on down. She brought with her a beautiful package,
wrapped in the school's colors. As she handed it to me she said," We
are all graduating. We thought you should graduate too. I've brought
you a graduation gift." Of course I was deeply touched. I tore into
the package-and there found "Whiskey Tony," kidnapped at the first
class party and kept in hiding ever since. Oh, they were rascals!
The Old Stone Fort building has been removed from the high
school grounds to the campus of Stephen F. Austin University. New
buildings are on the high school grounds, but in the windows of the
old high school building I can still see and hear the shollts of those
old kids, as I sprinted from the Old Stone Fort: "Yea, Miss Secession,
run! You can make it !"
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A HISTORY OF THE HARRISON COUNTY TOWER CLOCK
by Cherry Lou Violette
The ornate public buildings erected between the last half of the
19th and first quarter of the 20th centuries were external symbols of
the wealth and philosophy of society as a whole. The courthouse built
on Peter Whetstone Square in Marshall, Texas is an example of the
elaborate Classical Revival style that was so popular in the South. It
reflects the confident spirit and rapidly expanding economy of the town
at the turn of the century!
The dome of the building was designed with four dormers to frame
the dials of a tower clock. A cupola on top of the dome holds the bell.
The expense involved in buying and housing a public clock indicates
that the town was proud of its conveniences and was willing to raise
and spend the money for them.
The clock in the dome is an E. Howard Round Top #2 made by
the E. Howard Clock Company which is still in business in Waltham,
Massachusetts. It stands as it stood eighty years ago, complete with
paint, pin striping and the original framed directions for its operation.
It was recently cleaned and oiled but does not run as one weight cable
has parted. The other cable and some of the pulleys also need
replacement.
The appeal of an old clock is that it speaks to us in the same voice
heard by our fathers and grandfathers. It does not need to be 'modern-
ized' like an old house, or given special 'hands-off care in an her-
metically controlled museum. It is there for us to use and enjoy,
requiring only a minimum of care and attention and regular winding.
The E. Howard tower clock was as good a clock as could be pur-
chased in 1900 and many of them are telling time accurately today.
Concerning the quality of these clocks, the 1923 E. Howard Clock
Company catalog states: "... the reputation of E. Howard clocks for
dependability has become so enhanced as the years have passed, that
today they are the accepted standard, everywhere, and are recognized
as the finest clocks in the world.'''
The clock in the Harrison County Courthouse is similar to the line
drawing which has been reproduced with permission from the E. Howard
Clock Company.' It is a striking clock with the time mechanism on
the left and the striking mechanism on the right.
The basic difference between tower clocks and ordinary weight
driven clocks is one of size. As in any clock, the time-keeping mechan-
Cherry Lou Violerte is an artist in Marshall, Texas.
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ism consists of four different groups of parts: the driving mechanism,
the controlling mechanism, the transmitting mechanism and the indicat-
ing mechanism.' The public is usually concerned with only one part
of a tower clock, or any clock, and that is the indicating mechanism.
Clock mechanism, similar to the clock in the Harrison
County Courthouse on Peter Whetstone Square.
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The purpose of a clock is to tell time, so the dial should be easily
seen from the ground, The general rule of thumb is tbat the dial should
be about one foot in diameter for every ten feet of height from the
pavement. The hours are usually indicated with Roman numerals,
known as chapters, The chapter and minute markings should occupy
about one third of the dial for clarity:
Dials may be made of wood, copper, metal or stone; however,
dials that are illuminated at night are usually made of glass, The four
dials in the courthouse are glass with the chapters carried on a metai
ring, The catalog states, "We recommend that all dials for illumination
over forty-two inches in diameter be made of skeleton iron frame type
glazed with ground piate glass.''' The cost of the clock with one dial
was approximately $600, Each additional dial cost $25 for the motion
works, Dials were usually made locally with the factory supplying hands
and chapter rings.' Unfortunately there is no record of the actual cost
of the clock or installation as all financial records from the period
appear to have been destroyed,
The hands must be different lengths so they can be easily read
from the ground, The tip of the hour hand should just touch the num-
erals while the minute hand should cover about two thirds of them, The
tip of the hour hand should be the same width as the thick part of the
numerals while the tip of the minute hand should be the same width
as the minute markings,; The hands on the local clock are made of
wood for lightness and have hollow metal counterpoises for balance,
The counterpoise is painted white so that it can not be seen from the
ground and confused with the minute hand, The chapter markings and
hands are clearly visible from all parts of Peter Whetstone Square,
The striking mechanism of the clock also has four different sec-
tions. Only one, the bell, which is the indicating portion, is of any
interest to the general public, The bell above the dome is three feet in
diameter and is struck with a fifty pound hammer blow, The upper
end of the cable that leads from the clock works and the hammer can
be seen protruding from the south side of the bell tower on the dome,
The rate of strike can be controlled by adjusting the angle of the blades
on the air brake of the strike mechanism, The bell is engraved with the
names of the courthouse architects, Gordon and Lancaster; the con-
tractors, Sonnefield and Emmins; the county judge, H. T, Littlejohn;
and the county commissioners.' Unfortunately, the bell was given a
coat of paint ituring the rccent restoration, resulting in a strident' clang.
It is possible that this paint could be removed if the clock were ever
restored to running order.
This is not the first tower clock to have graced the city, as records
tell us of the collapse and fall of a tower clock in the courthouse that
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was destroyed by fire on June 7th, 1899. The fire reportedly began
when sparks from a tinsmith's fire spread to the many birds' nests under
the eaves of the roof." This building was only ten years old when it
burned but there are no records indicating the make or describing the
installation of the clock.
One of the ironies of the tragedy is that at least one resident of
Marshall at the time of the construction of the previous courhouse on
Peter Whetstone Square, felt the need for a public clock. In a letter
to the editor of the "Texas Republican" on July 19, 1849, he wrote:
Why should not Marshall have a Town Clock! Our court-
house, when completed, will be an elegant building, dedicated to
the purposes of public utility, and consecrated as a temple of order
and justice. Let us raise upon its summit, to be seen by all, to be
admired by all, a dial plate marking the hours, counting the
minutes, and measuring the days as they glide past us forever.
He goes on to suggest that a fund-raising project could be under-
taken to pay for the clock.
Perhaps some of our public-spirited young men will form a
voluntary association, and call upon the citizens generally to receive
their contributions. The project has only to be put in motion, and
it will be sustained. The ladies will patronize it, and an enterprize
never yet failed which they encouraged and assisted."
An editorial answer to this letter was published in the August 23,
1849. It said in part:
... it occurs to us that the county revenue should not be
appropriated for the purpose of ornament and utility which but a
small portion of the citizens could ordinarily enjoy. Those who
have the benefit should pay the expense.
We therefore suggest that it be laid aside indefinitely. If this
is not satisfactory, let the people of Marshall and its vicinity
organize a committee of ways and means, pay over the requisite
amount, and the clock will be forthcoming. But, as a caution, we
will remark that we have seen in OUf time, more than one town
clock that cost more than it was worth to make it tell the truth,
and others that couldn't tell it at all."
There is no record of whether a clock was ever installed in this
courthouse which was used from 1851 to 1888, but the succeeding
courthouse was built with a cupola for a clock which apparently ran
and regulated the town's activities until its untimely destruction in the
fire of 1899.
After the fire, the county commissioners lost no time planning for
the construction of a new courthouse. The minutes of the Commis-
sioners' Court on August 16, 1899 record an "Order Authorizing
Issuance of Court House Bonds . . . for the purpose of erecting a three
story and basement fire proof courthouse. ,,,"
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There are only a few references to the clock in the minutes of
succeeding meetings. The first is on October 16th, 1899 and records
that "... the letting of contracts for steam heating, plumbing, and electric
wiring of courthouse and clock be deferred to Monday, October 23rd."
On that date the record shows that "... the electric wiring and clock
for (the) new courthouse be deferred until the regular term of ... Nov,
13." On November 13th the wiring contract for $1641.81 was approved
to Ark. & Texas Consolidated Coal & Ice Co. but no mention was
made of the clock. On September 19th, 1900, the minutes state:
"Ordered that the contract for the clock for the new courthouse be
awarded to John H. Cooper according to his bid as filed."
As financial records and invoices from this period apparently have
been discarded, there is no way to determine the exact cost of the clock
or who supervised its installation. The only other references to it appear
indirectly. On May 13, 1901 the city was instructed to move the bell
tower from the courthouse lawn, which would indicate that the bell,
or a bell, had already been placed in the cupola above the clock. A
note on June 17, 1901 indicates that the courthouse janitor was to be
paid $25 a month and that one of his duties was to wind the clock.
Today, eighty years after its construction, the exterior of the court-
house has been repaired and painted. Lady Justicia and the bronze
eagles have been strengthened with fiberglass but the clock sits, waiting.
It does need minor repair and replacement of the cables and possibly
some of the pulleys, but the work can easily be done if the funds are
made available. So might we ask, in the words of anolher Marshall
resident of over 130 years ago, "Why should not Marshall have a
Town Clock?"
NOTES
lThe E. Howard Clock Company, Tower and Street Clocks, a reprint of the
1923 catalog, (Arlington, Va.), 5.
2Illustration courtesy of the E, Howard Clock Company.
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~Longview Morning Journal, Oct. 10, 1971.
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FOREST GROVE: A DISPERSED FARMING
COMMUNITY IN EAST TEXAS, C 1900
by Thomas H. Guderjan
Forest Grove was a dispersed farming community just before and
after the turn of this century. Located in Henderson County, Texas,
about ten miles west of Athens, it was not centralized in the fashion
of a town or a city. Instead, it covered a more diffuse area. The Forest
Grove community was located and delineated by on-the-ground archae-
ological survey conducted by Southern Methodist University's Archae-
ology Research Program and informant interviews conducted with the
assistance of Nancy Ross Mitchell. The archaeological survey located
all of the standing structures remaining in the community and the
locations of nearly all sites without surface indications. At many of the
house sites only a few buried, broken household items such as table
ceramics remain. To a large extent, the information concerning the
community came from Mr. Harvey Johns of Malakoff, Texas. Mr. Johns
was instrumental in identifying the nature and residents of the located
sites. He also pointed out locations of several sites not found during the
survey due to recent land modification. The other principal informants
were Mr. D. E. Watt, Sr., and Mrs. Martha Syler, both of Athens, Texas.
Reading local histories, one is left with the impression that all
previous residents were wilderness pioneers, statesmen, or merchants.
This is, of course, not the case; but emphasis on highly visible persons
and places of the past is real. In an anthropological approach to history
understanding the entire cultural system becomes a high priority. Hence,
historical archaeologists often investigate slave quarters as well as
plantation homes. Similarly, this study concerns the patterns of settle-
ment and subsistence among an entire non-urban Anglican group.
In many ways, Forest Grove was always part of the hinterlands of
other more centralized communities: first Stockard (see Figure IJ, then
Eustace about eight miles to the northwest, and finally Athens. It was
just the sort of place formal histories might miss. Yet, Forest Grove
was a community in every sense. Social interaction, central places and
intermarriage united the families of the area. Forest Grove in 1900
may exemplify the culture of East Texas beller than, for example, the
town of Athens. At the time most Henderson County residents were
rural. The pattern of life at Forest Grove was a microcosm of the rural
region. The population of Henderson County grew steadily to about
12,000 in 1900. By 1910, the population was about 20,000, and by
1920, it had increased to 30,000. This growth was based upon agricul-
tural patterns like those of Forest Grove.
Thomas H. Gunderjan is a member 0/ the Department oj Anthropology, Southern
Methodist University.
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Forest Grove consisted of minimally 33 homes, two stores, a ceme-
tery, and a school (Figure I). Bounded by Caney Creek on the south,
Stockard on the north, and Pickens on the east, Forest Grove was spread
oVer six square miles. By 1910, this was a prosperous farming com-
munity intensivelY using some of the best farm lands in Henderson
County. Virtually all of the Oak-Hickory Forest of the uplands had
been cleared and cultivated.
Although 33 residences have been located, as many as ten more
may exist. A few Black families lived along the north side of Caney
Creek, at least one in the area encompassed by Figure I. No remains
of these residences were located and no informant was able to remember
the precise locations of any such sites. Also, two or three other houses,
formerly existing in the area of the Hughes and Heathington homes, were
not relocated.
The focal point of the community was the school. Although no
early enrollment figures are available for Forest Grove, enrollment lists
for the nearby Hickory Grove school show 68 students in the school
year of 1899-1900. The Forest Grove school was a one-room plank
bUilding with a shingled roof. A pot-bellied stove served as a heating
source. Forty to fifty children, 6-17 years old, attended the school at
any given time. In a 1812 photograph of the school, 47 students are
shown. A fragment of the photograph has been lost and as many as
six more students may have been there. Three trustees from the com-
munity directed operations of the school. In 1913, the Hickory Grove
and Forest Grove schools consolidated and a three-room, brick structure
was built just south of Stockard. In 1918-1919, enrollment records
show that Stockard had 137 students and the next year, 127 students.
Although the people of Forest Grove were deeply religious, no
church building existed in the community. Churches attended by the
Forest Grove members were located in Stockard and Pickens (Picken
Spur) community. Both Stockard and Pickens had Methodist churches
and Stockard also had a Baptist church. Both churches in Stockard are
gone, but the Pickens Methodist church is still used.
Payne Cemetery, now maintained by a bank in Eustace, was never
affiliated with a church. Instead, it began as the burial plot of the Payne
family in the 1840s and 1850s. Following the pattern of many rural
cemeteries, it was enlarged to be used by the people of the area. It
became a central burial place. Interred in Payne Cemetery are persons
from the Forest Grove area and also from the town of Payne Springs,
located several miles west. Historical ties between Payne Springs and
the Forest Grove area seem to be quite strong. For example, the original
Payne family is interred at Payne Cemetery at Forest Grove, and the
town of Payne Springs was named for them. At both the Payne and
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the Payne Spring. cemeteries, residence crossovers are evident. Payne
Cemetery has now expanded to several hundred burials, althOUgh only
one family presently lives in the Forest Grove area. Further, this is a
family of quite recent residents. During the past twenty years, the ceme-
tery has been used principally by people who grew up in the community
• and have since relocated. Other recent interments have been new resi-
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Two stores, the Davis and Taylor stores, were located in the com-
munity. Neither was apparently very permanent, both being results of
opportunistic entrepreneurship. A post office, casually arranged rather
than official, was established in the home of Harvey Johns' father (Johns
House).
Trade, however, was principally conducted elsewhere. In Stockard,
a rather substantial town which also no longer exists, there was a grocery
store, at least one saloon, a cotton gin, an official Post Office, a cannery,
a train depot, and a school. For commercial opportunities beyond
that offered at Stockard, a Forest Grove resident would travel by train
to Athens, the county seat. Casual trade could also be conducted at
Pickens where another store existed.
The economy of Forest Grove was one of diversified agriculture.
Cotton was perhaps the most important crop. Secondary food crops
were com, peas, melons, and potatoes. In the lowlands of Clear Creek,
immediately northwest of the community, "ribbon" cane was grown.
Peaches also were quite important and remnant orchards may still be
seen today in the vicinity of the community. Pigs and honey bees also
were kept. The Forest Grove farmer, then, largely grew what was con-
sumed locally. Cotton and peaches were cash crops, sold at Stockard
and shipped by rail. Some local processing was done. For example,
just north of Payne Cemetery, the Hughes family established a small
ribbon cane refinery. This agricultural diversification was the principal
reason for the survival of the community through the depression of the
1930s. Peaches remained important as a cash crop. The other agricul-
tural products provided for most of the day to day needs while peach
sales provided cash flow. Thus, communities such as Forest Grove
were quite insulated from the economics the 1930s brought the rest
of the country.
The residences of the community may be divided into three cate-
gories: family homes, satellite homes, and rent houses. Twenty-one
family homes are known. These are the principal residence or parental
homes. In Figure I, these are denoted simply by last name of the family.
Three satellite residences are known, marked by the family name pre-
ceded by an initial (H. Johns, D. Hughes, and W. Rodgers). These
follow a generalized upland south pattern of patrilocal residence. A
house is often constructed, as close as possible to the familial home,
for a newly married son. The son is also provided enough farm land
to establish economic independence. In one case, Newbill # I and New-
bill # 2, it is not certain which is the family home and which is the
satellite, or if such a relationship even existed. Newbill # I, however,
is believed to be the family house. The final category, "rent" houses,
are probably under-tepresented. The unlocated homes discussed pre-
•
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viously were probably rent houses. The occupants of rent houses were
tenant farmers or laborers employed on farms.
A high degree of kin relationship existed in Forest Grove, as in
most upland south communities even today. This has not been fully
investigated, but several examples are known. The Armstrongs and
Tarrants are related, as Willie Tarrant married an Armstrong. Willie's
sister married a January. The Carters and the Hughes were related
by Tom Carter's marriage to a Hughes. Harvey Johns married Beatrice
Watterson, uniting those two families.
The occupational multiplicity and diversified farming of Forest
Grove made it a prosperous place. In 1911, land sold for as much as
sixty dollars per acre. During the late 1910's many of the old homes
were tom down and replaced by more substantial structures. Harvey
Johns built his home (H. Johns in Figure 1) in 1912. The same year,
Jesse Bell built a new home. Two years later, Robert January also
built a new home. Common festivities included dances often held at
the home of David Hughes (D. Hughes in Figure 1).
The occupational multiplicity which created the prosperous com-
munity also enabled it to survive the depression of the 1930's. Peaches
were still viable as a cash crop and production of a variety of crops
made the individuals self-sufficient. However, the land-use practices
doomed the community. Ranching began in the 1930's, showing greater
profits than farming. The intensive, non-conservation approach to
farming also became destructive to the land. One informant in a nearby
area recalls his father plowing a hill until all topsoil was gone. Today,
massive sheet wash erosion has degraded most of the Forest Grove area,
virtually destroying its agricultural potential and destroying prehistoric
archaeological deposits. By the 1940's, only about ten standing struc-
tures were present in the Forest Grove area (U.S.G.S. 15' topographic
map, 1948); it is not known how many were actually in use at that time.
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A REMEMBERED UTOPIA
by Buck A. Young
When you are young, you lack the ability to see your surroundings
as they really are. It takes years to gain this understanding, and by
then, unfortunately, your memory has gone through a filtering process
where your bad experiences have been eliminated or greatly reduced
in severity, and your good experiences so amplified that you are left
with an utopian outlook. As you let your memory go back in time
twenty, thirty, or forty years, you inevitably place yourself on a lazy
summer day when the world was at peace, nature was bountiful, and
you lived on a hill that was occupied by god-like people. Such is my
remembered utopia.
When I was growing up, I thought I lived in a unique place. We
had OUf own town song, and today I can really be sure someone was
raised in "Deep Pelly" if he sings "Dixie" to me thusly:
"Oh, I wish I was in the land of Pelly, sitting on the curb and
scratching my belly, look away, look away, look away Pelly-Iand."
We also had our own town slogan: "Pelly, wbere seventeen sewers
meet the creek," an odorous take-off on Houston's claim of their many
railroads meeting the sea.
As far as my brother Dick and I could ascertain, there was no
other city or town in the entire U.S.A. or Canada named Pelly. We
searched all the atlases we could find at school and the public library,
and the only Pelly listed was a river by that name which started in
Alaska and flowec! into Canada or viee versus.
Our Pelly was named after a Fred T. Pelly who came to Ameriea
from England in aboUl 1889, and married into a tract of land located
near the confluence of Galveston Bay and sluggish Goose Creek. Mrs.
Pelly, the former Lucy Alice Wiggins, had inherited part of about 350
acres her father, Daniel Wiggins, had bought from Mrs. Anson Jones,
widow of the last President of the Republic of Texas. Pelly cultivated
the 71-aere traet his wife received, and it was on this site the City of
Pelly developed.
Although there had been several pioneer families living in the area
of east Harris County between the San Jac;nto River and Cedar Bayou
since the early days of Texas history, it was oil diseovered by John
Gaillard near the mouth of Goose Creek in June 1908 that set the· stage
for what was to eventually become the City of Baytown. That oil well,
Buck A. Young, a retired Air Force officer, originally wrote these memories of
growing up in Baytown for the Webb Society's essay contest. He Won first prize.
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known as Gaillard number I, was a small, shallow one, and further
activity was slow until a gusher in 1916 started a "boom." Thousands
of "roughnecks" and their rowdy followers crowded into a hastily built
settlement called "Old Town" on the east bank of Goose Creek. The
community was comprised of tents, crude tar-paper shacks and mud
streets. Nearby, in the Evergreen woods, once Dr. Ashbel Smith's plan-
tation, several rows of identical "shotgun" houses were built for the
employees of Gulf Oil Company. The houses were long, narrow dwell-
ings with the rooms located one behind the other. A dock and ware-
house area, called Busch's Landing, was constructed beneath a bluff
on the creek to serve as the commercial center for the oil field. The
roads to Houston, via Lynchburg and Crosby, were deep rutted and
muddy.
In late 1916, a gas explosion in the oil field convinced the workers
and their families that they were living in an unsafe place, so "Old
Town" was abandoned and everyone shifted either a few hundred feet
eastward to Pelly's land, or out on the salt grass prairie to a IDO-acre
townsite being platted by Ross S. Sterling, one of the founders of Humble
Oil and Refining Company, and later, Governor of Texas. Sterling
called his settlement "New Town" and the one on Pelly's land became
"Middle Town," even though its post office was known as "Goose
Creek." Sterling and his associates also built a railroad northward to
connect with the mainline at Dayton, and then went west across the
creek about two miles and bought a 2,000 acre rice farm on which
to build a small lubricating plant and its bedroom community of Bay-
town. My father told me the fledgling Humble Oil Company ran out of
money before it could finish the first crude oil battery and went to the
big Standard Oil of New Jersey for financial backing and kept going
back for more until, finally, Standard had controlling interest in the
refinery.
In late 1919, "New Town" incorporated after a group of its citizens
literally stole the post office, building and all, from "Middle Town"
and took the name Goose Creek. "Middle Town" followed suit in early
1920 by becoming the City of Pelly and promptly elected old Fred as
its first mayor. The community of Baytown stayed unincorporated and
dependent on Humble Oil until 1947, when after several attempts, the
three towns, known as the Tri-Cities, finally agreed to merge and became
the City of Baytown. That name was selected since it was the one best
known outside the area because of the refinery and the name wasn't
as hick sounding as Pelly or Goose Creek.
It was to "Middle Town" that my paternal grandmother and step-
grandfather came in early 1918 as they followed the oil boom about the
State of Texas. My father, Alfred L. Young, had left them in Nederland,
near Spindletop, when he had volunteered for World War I. My grand-
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parents settled in a small frame rent house on Cleveland Street, two
blocks off Main, and my step-grandfather, Mr, Wade, found work on a
nearby oil derrick, My grandmother wrote to my father that there was
plenty of work available in the Goose Creek Oil Field, and that he
should join them there after he "mustered out." After the Armistice
that fall, my father received his discharge in Rosenberg, Texas, and
travelled to "Middle Town" by train, boat, and "jitney bus," going by
rail from Houston to Morgan's Point, by boat to Busch's Landing, and
open car to his mother's house. He worked in the oil field for five
years, then joined Humble Oil, working at the refinery for 35 years
until his retirement in 1958.
By the late '30s, wben I was a boy, the boom days were long since
over, and Pelly was quite civilized. All evidence of "Old Town" had
vanished with the exception of a large tin warehouse on the bluff above
Busch's Landing, and traces of the ferry road and dock on the creek,
the route between Pelly and Baytown until the bridge had been built
in 1930.
In the boom days, boats had been the most dependable transporta-
tion in and out of the Tri-Cities. Slowly, all-weather roads were built,
and permanent bridges replaced the ferries and pontoon bridges. The
Market Street bridge over the San Jacinto River in 1928 provided a
direct link to Houston, replacing the circuituous routes through Crosby
and Lynchburg. A shell road, later paved and designated State Highway
146, was laid out to Barbers Hill and Dayton, In 1933, a causeway
was constructed over Tabbs Bay to Hog Island, and ferry service was
instituted by the county from there to Morgan's Point, providing a
permanent southern route over the Houston Ship Channel from the
Tri-Cities. There was talk of a tunnel under the channel as early as
1941, but plans were delayed by the war and its recovery until the
early 1950s, In September 1953, a $10 million underwater traffic
artery was opened, and the distance between Baytown and LaPorte
was shortened to 10 minutes.
In between the early boats and underwater concrete highways, two
railroads served as the major transportation facilities for the area. Ross
Sterling's spur line to Dayton was operated as the Dayton-Goose Creek
Railroad until it was sold to the Southern Pacific Railroad. People and
supplies poured into the area on that line to build the Tri-Cities and
the refinery. Freight trains still use the line.
In 1927, Harry Johnson built an electric interurban route from
Goose Creek to McCarty Street in Houston, a distance of about 30
miles, then sold his railroad to Missouri Pacific. The tracks ran from
Texas Avenue, through Pelly, over the creek to the refinery, north to
Highlands, an unincorporated village on the San Jacinto, across the
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river, and westward through the small communities of Channelview,
Cloverleaf, Greens Bayou and Jacinto City. At the Market Street barn
near McCarty Street, it connected with the street car lines to Union
Station in downtown Houston.
During my youth, the Interurban had 52 passenger runs a day,
plus several freight trains. The electric trolleys gave way to gasoline-
driven cars in about 1943 and the electric lines were removed. I remem-
ber watching the cars come and go, carrying Humble employees to and
from work, and housewives to and from shopping trips in Houston.
Some of the Highlands and Channelview kids would ride the Interurban
to and from our high school but I do not recall ever riding the trolley.
I hopped freight cars for short rides, but never rode the Interurban.
Instead, I use the electric cars to crush objects I would place on the
tracks. One of my prized possessions was a smashed penny that I wore
around my neck on a leather thong.
The Interurban tracks ran near my elementary school, Anson
Jones, and crossed the route we walked. At one point, the tracks ran
down the middle of a street, the railing lined with thick timbers as
borders. One day, on that short street, I was involved in my first life-
saving experience. My girl friend, Erma Lee, and I were walking home
from school when, somehow, she caught her foot between the rail and
the timber. As we attempted to remove her foot, we suddenly heard
the shrill whistle of an approaching car, only a few blocks away. Panic-
strickened, we struggled fruitlessly to unstick her foot; almost at the
last moment and in desperation, we unbuckled her shoe and pulled her
free as the car rumbled past.
The Interurban and Southern Pacific lines crossed the creek just
four blocks from each other over long, wooden trestles. As youngsters,
Dick and I defied violent death, our parents' instructions, and the rail-
roads' posted warnings by playing on the trestles. Occasionally, we
would have to run to beat a coming train, or get off on one of the small
platforms the railroad had strategically placed along the crossings. On
the west end of the Interurban trestle was a platform under the tracks,
and we would climb down there in order to look up the dresses of the
Negro girls walking the trestle between the Baytown Woods settlement
and Oak Addition.
From the peak of 52 runs a day, cuts were continually made on
the Interurban until by 1956 only about a dozen trips were made each
day. Claiming losses, Missouri Pacific further cut down to two round
trips daily, then in October, 1961, the last car left Baytown and the
passenger era was over. Only an occasional freight train now uses the
30 miles of track.
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The City of Pelly was well established and thriving, when I was
a boy. The city's population was about 5,000 and its borders stretched
from the creek east to the Evergreen woods, and from the Southern
Pacific tracks south to Tabbs Bay. The street lay-out was irregular and
disjointed, having evolved over time, rather than platted at the begin-
ning as had Goose Creek's. City blocks were long in some places and
standard in others. The major streets bend and curved seemingly with-
out reaSOD.
Our business section was scattered and stretched out over a six
block length of Main between Causeway Road and Pruett Street. At
both ends of that section, the businesses were in single buildings with
wide spaces in between, then came clusters of two and three buildings
together, then almost two blocks of solid structures. The center of town
was at King Street at the only traffic light in town. There, under the
huge "Welcome to Pelly" sign, stood the city hall, our two-story red
brick center of city government. On the King Street side of the building
was the one unit fire station with a wooden rack in the back used to
stretch and dry the fire hoses. Onc day, rich with 50 cents, Dick and
I bought a dozen doughnuts and a quart of hand-packed vanilla ice
cream, and sitting on those fire hoses, proceeded to eat ourselves into
a glorious stomach ache.
The one-pumper station, with its one permanent employee who
lived in the rear of the station, and its many excellent volunteer fire-
men, remained in the city hall until 1946, when a new $15,000 fire
station was built on Nazro Street. It was a two-story cinder-block
building and housed two pumpers and their equipment. The old station
was bricked in and used to store records.
Our city hall was much more than just a place where the city
council met and you paid your water bill. The upstairs auditorium was
used by civic and church groups too, and downstairs a large room
housed a branch of the Harris County Library. (Goose Creek had a
small municipal library on Texas Avenue.) Dick and I spent many
hours in that book-filled room, for we made a pact one day that we
would read all the books there, starting at the As and going straight
through to the Zs. Naturally, we failed in our pact, but did manage
to read many, many books. One summer, Dick received an award for
reading more books than anyone else in his age group. A library card
I still have shows that between November 3, 1945 and October 14,
1946, I checked out 66 books. I read Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew
mysteries, the complete West Wind series, Max Terhune's adventure
stories of dogs, classics such as Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn, Treasure
Island, the Bobbsey Twins series, the Five Little Pepper series, and a
book entitled Country Editor by Henry Beetle Hough that started me
down the road to a career in journalism.
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In addition to the many books, our library had a good stock of
slides and several stereoscopes that made the pictures stand out in three
dimensions. Dick and I spent many hours looking at the wonders of
both the ancient and modern worlds through those binocular instru-
ments. There were also many magazines, our favorite being the
National Geographic, since it featured technicolor photos of far away
places, and occasionally, pictures of half-naked women from Africa and
Polynesia.
Across King Street from the city hall was the U.S. Post Office.
There we received our mail at the general delivery window for several
years, then in a numbered box with a three-place combination lock.
There was no home delivery on my street until I was in junior high
school, when the city at long last decided we were in the city limits after
all, and we were assigned a street name and numbers to go on the
houses.
Up to that time, we had listed our address in various ways. Old
school registration cards I have show "Thompson Street," "Pelly Hill,"
"Across from Gulf Hill," and "Duke's Hill," though that last designa-
tion properly belonged to the street west of ours where the IOO-year-old
Duke House, oldest dwelling in the area, is located.
Next to the Post Office was Pelly's department emporium, the
Miracle Store, owned and operated by the Davises. There, for a price,
was everything one needed in men's and women's wear and dry goods.
Completing the almost block long building was a beer joint-pool
hall-domino parlor whose name I can't remember. It was a dark, dank,
evil-looking place where the town's undesirables hung out with a few of
the so-called respectable citizens. One of the latter was Allie Clark,
father of my good friends Ed and Tom. Mr. Clark was a carpenter,
but he supplemented his carpenter's income by playing dominoes for
money. He, along with three or four other "old" men, would sit around
a table, clicking and clacking those slick, dark plastic rectangles all day
and into the evening, playing such games as "42" and "moon." Their
table was just inside the front door which stayed propped open except
for really cold days, and we small boys would stand out on the sidewalk
and watch the "old men" play until the owner of the place would come
and chase us away_
Other stores and businesses along Main Street were the Ice House,
Bush's Cafe, Mr. Katz's Grocery (where my father traded), Mr. Ledner's
Second Hand Store (who I remember for his round, dark unleavened
bread), the Sunbrite Bar, Modern Cleaners, Wainscott's Five and Dime,
Leggett's Drug Store, Eat-A-Bite Cafe, Stephenson's Grocery, Creel's
Barber Shop, the Alamo Theater, Kaiser's Hardware, the Good Luck
Store, the Red Cab Station and others.
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Everyone's favorite hangout was Leggett's Rexall Drug Store where
Eddie and Sally Cleveland adopted every kid in town, and later, the
kids' kids. Images of strawberry ice cream sodas, cherry phosphates,
root beer floats, and hand-packed, store-made ice cream placed in
square containers run through my mind when I remember that al1-
American corner drug store. The world moved slowly and unchang-
ingly in that pharmacy. The physical lay-out remained the same over
the years, as did the prices. When I was a boy, coffee was a nickel a
cup; thirty years later, with inflation and all, the price had risen to a
dime.
Dick and I used to read all the action comic books from the maga-
zine rack, those 10 cent "funny books" that are now collectors' items.
We seldom bought them, just read them and put them back. Years
later, Dick and I brought our sons into the drug store. I noticed them
rummaging through the comic books and cautioned my son, "if you're
not going to buy them, don't handle them."
"Did you buy them when you were his age?" Eddie asked, and
seeing my spreading grin as I remembered, added, "then leave the kid
alone." And so, the latest adventures of Superman, Batman and Robin
were hungrily devoured by a young boy who slightly resembled another
youngster who had stood in the same spot some thirty years before.
Eddie, who was mayor of Pelly at the time of the Tri-Cities con-
solidation, and became Baytown's first mayor, called all us boys "Pelly
Rats," though not in a malicious manner. At the time of the comic
book incident I was home on leave from the Air Force wearing my
uniform decorated with my navigator wings, several rows of multi·
coloreC service ribbons and the insignia of a Major.
"Well," mused Eddie, "there's one 'Pelly Rat' who made good."
Up the street next to the vacant lot where the Nu-Gulf Theater
had stood before it was destroyed by fire in 1935, was Creel's Barber
Shop and Beauty Salon. There Dick and I went for haircuts when we
finally graduated from our father's hand-operated clippers and dull
scissors. Pete Rankins was my barber, though I remember his name
more because he had a boy named Buck, than because of his tonsorial
skills. More memorable was the Negro shoeshine man, Tamp, who
"walked" by using a low platform equipped with wheels upon which
he kneeled and pushed by hand. As a young man, Tamp had lost both
legs at the knee when a train ran over him. He wore thick, hinged
leather covers over the stubs and used his "scooter" rather than crutches.
Tamp knew everyone, black and white, in town and always had a smile
and kind word for all. His greatest accomplishment to an impression-
able youngster such as I was the way be handled his shoeshine cloth.
He could really make that blackened rag sing as he popped it back and
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forth over a customer's shoe. The musical "Chattanooga Shoeshine
Boy" had nothing on Tamp, and we boys would sit and watch him
work long after our hair had been cut. His actual greatest accomplish-
ment was putting a nephew and a niece through college with his shine
money, though I didn't learn about it until the early '60s when I read
Tamp's obituary in the Baytown Sun. The story was on the first page,
then quite a tribute to a black man.
Next to the barber shop was R. C. Stephenson's Grocery Store.
The two-story wooden structure was the first business establishment
built in "Middle Town," In the early days, the store sold practically
everything-groceries, hardware, dry goods, gasoline, rooms for rent,
and tickets on the "express" to Houston. When I was a boy, it had
been converted into a regular grocery, although it still had floor to
ceiling shelves and the original scales and cash register.
On the adjacent corner from Stephenson's stood our chief source
of entertainment in those pre-television days, the Alamo "picture show,"
Dick and I went every Friday night, deliberately missing the noisy Sat-
urday kiddie matinees. The Alamo changed its double-feature bill three
times a week, on Sundays, Tuesdays and Fridays. On those Friday
nights, there was always a Western, grade B or worse, starring Roy
Rogers, Gene Autry, Johnny "Mack" Brown, Buck Jones, Tim McCoy,
"Wild Bill" Eliott, Tim Holt, Don "Red" Barry, Charles Starrett, Lash
LaRue, Crash Corrigan or a dozen other "cowboy" stars in such classics
as "In Old Cheyenne," "Cyclone on Horseback," and "Law of the
Range." The plots were all the same, the bad guys wore black hats and
couldn't shoot worth a flip, the good guys wore white hats and could
fire their six-shooters a hundred times without reloading. The good
guys always won at the end of the picture, but never got the girl, pre-
ferring to ride off into the sunset. The second feature was either a
Charlie Chan mystery, with number one son calling Chan "Pop," or a
Tarzan adventure with Johnny Weismuller saying, "you Jane, me
Tarzan," or a Laurel and Hardy comedy with Ollie saying, "here's
another fine mess you've got me into," or a war epic such as', <'Submarine
Patrol" or "Bombardier." Completing the bill was a "Looney Tunes"
or "Merry Melodies" cartoon, and a chapter from a serial we called the
"continued piece," classics such as "Buck Rodgers of the 25th Century,"
"The Green Hornet," and "The Mysterious Dr. Satan" which left us
dangling each week for 15 weeks. Sometimes on Sunday afternoons,
Dick and I would go to the show to see a contemporary feature such
as "Each Dawn I Die" with lames Cagney and George Raft, or "Blood
and Sand" with Tyrone Power and Rita Hayworth. Admission price
was nine cents for kids under twelve. I stayed eleven until my fifteenth
birthday.
Then we had five indoor theaters in the Tri-Cities, but with the
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advent of television, attendance began dropping, and one by one the
theaters closed, each having its "last picture show," until only the newest,
the Brunson, remained open. Sometime after I joined the Air Force
and left home, the Alamo presented its last feature and became a cabinet
shoI>.
Next to the Alamo Theater was Kaiser's General Store where my
father bought his tools. The place was full of rakes, shovels, axes,
hammers, hoes, and picks. In the rear of the store were rows of metal
bins full of nails and staples of all sizes, and a large, hanging scale with
which to weigh them. I remember my father taking me into the store
and lifting me onto tha t scale. I also remember a blonde saleslady
named "Boots" sliding the weights around and asking me, I'how much
do you weigh, Buck')" and my reply, "thirty-six pounds." I was six
years old at the time.
Off Main Street were the churches of Pelly, including my mother's,
Faith Temple United Pentecostal Church. That house of worship at
the corner of Kern and Bolster has played an important role in my
family's history. Its ministers have performed our marriages, baptized
our children, and preached our funerals. Over the years, the building
has been remodeled several times and the front door has faced both Kern
and Bolster, but the original timbers still support the roof, timbers my
father carried from the wastes of the oil field when the men of the
church erected the bUilding in the early 20's. It was this apostolic
church the Ku Klux Klan visited in turbulent days of the Klan, and
left an offering on the altar. My mother told me the preacher, Brother
Matney, was in the middle of his Sunday night sermon when the front
door opened and several men dressed in white sheets and hoods walked
in, and without saying anything, placed the money on the bench. After
they had left, there were some protests from the congregation about
accepting the money, but Brother Matney supposedly said, "we need
the money. What difference does it make where it comes from?"
When I was a boy, I went to Sunday School and Services almost
every week. We trooped into Faith Temple a little before 9:45 a.m.
and stayed until sometime in the afternoon the exact time depending
on the preacher's inspiration and perserverance.
I was aware of the other churches in the Tri-Cities, but only
vaguely. The Catholics were dark and foreign, answering to some Italian
prince far overseas. Whatever the Pope said, they had 10 do. The Jews
were a displaced tribe, our shopkeepers and merchants who spoke with
funny accents, and who tried to cheat us Gentiles. But, my mother
taught me, they were God's chosen people, and if I mistreated any of
them I would incur His wrath. In my youthful innocence, this could
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I did incur someone's wrath, but not the Almighty's. It came,
instead, from one of the Jewish storekeepers, when, unthinkingly, I
gave him a Nazi salute and a loud "Heil Hitler" during the war, and
quickly received a sharp open-hand slap across my face. I was so
ashamed about the incident that I never told my parents. I also never
went into the man's store again.
There were also other Protestant churches in the Tri-Cities since
my playmates went to them and told me a little about them. In our
town, as throughout the South, there were churches for every persuasion
-fundamerttalist, independent, alliance, interdenominational-and we
had them all. In fact, we had so many churches and so few people I
wondered if some people went. to more than one.
At the top of the Clerical heap were the Episcopalians and Pres-
byterians, then in descending order came the Lutherans, Methodists,
Christians, and 16 kinds of Baptists, usually categorized as soft-shell
or hard-shell. I often wondered why there were so many paths to Glory.
I stilI carry many pleasant memories of that oneness apostolic
church in Pelly. Most vivid are those of Sunday night services during
evangelical revivals when the "spirit" would move the brothers and
sisters to shout and sing and march around the church to "When the
Saints Go Marching In.'' To this day, I acquaint this rousing music
to a Pentecostal revival, not a New Orleans jazz festival. I especially
remember my Aunt Ohma, my father's sister, a large, jovial matron,
standing and singing in her rich, deep voice, "I'll Fly Away, 0 Glory."
I remember the hard wooden benches we sat on, and upon which I fell
asleep on a homemade quilt. When we were small, Dick and I would
crawl under those benches and be several rows down before our mother
would miss us. I remember the busy paper fans donated by Paul U.
Lee Funeral Home being used on hot, muggy summer nights. The
windows would be open and the joyous singing would drift out all over
the town. I remember young mothers breast-feeding their infants,
modestly placing a handkerchief over themselves and the child's head.
I remember altar calls, the praying, and the full-submersion baptisms,
most of them in the large tank behind the pulpit, some in the bay at
Evergreen beach. I remember a memorial plaque at the entrance of the
church, listing the names of the boys and men of the church serving
their country during World War II. I remember a minister named A. J.
Thompson, and the one and only musical composition created by me
and my brothers. Brother Thompson was leaving Faith Temple to go
to a country church outside Cleveland, Texas, and in tribute we pro-
duced and performed for him and the congregation, "Oh Won't You
Tarry, and Come to Tarkington's Prairie." My oldest brother A. L.
played his "fiddle" and sang along with Dick and me. After that solo
performance, we retired from the song writing business. I remember
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singing other songs such as "Jesus Hold My Hand" with my voice
changing and cracking so badly I really needed my hand held. I remem-
ber the brown paper bags full of apples, oranges, nuts, and hard Christ-
mas candy. Nothing else so reminds me of the holiday season as those
simple gift bags. I remember Easter egg hunts out in the country after
the traditional morning services. Most of all, I remember my mother's
abiding faith, her all-encompassing faith that rules her daily life, and
has sustained her, her husband, her children, her grandchildren, and
now great-grandchildren over the years. Her faith shows in her face
like a beacon, and she doesn't have to teU people she is a Christian or
advertise by bumper sticker. It is there for all to see.
As I roamed through my hometown, first with my father, then
my brother Dick, I came to know many "characters." I'm sure every
town has its share of colorful personalities, but for our size, we seemed
to have had an overabundance. "Kill-a-Bear Jeff," a large simple-
minded man, hung around the drugstore. He wore over-sized, slouchy
overalls, and carried a toy pistol in a holster. When people would meet
him on the street, they would ask, "killed any bears today, Jeff?" and
he would answer, "killed two." Hence his nickname. Another hanger-
on around the drugstore was a small, sickly woman we caUed "Paragaric
Annie" who had developed a narcotic need for the medicine and tried
every way she knew to obtain the drug without the required prescription.
She was the only "addict" in town that I knew, though there were
rumors of marijuana being grown in "nigger town." Down at the local
tavern, we had not one town drunk, but several. I remember going by
the· Sunbrite Bar on warm summer nights and stopping to talk with
"Gopher" Jackson and "Goats" Elliott as they sat outside on benches.
These men were friendly, harmless souls who I enjoyed talking with,
for often in their drunken stupor, they made more sense than their sober
counterparts. "Inez" was the local rag-picker who lived in the woods
in a run-down shack that had no electricity, gas, water, or sewage.
Pushing her hand cart around town, dressed in mismatched, hand-me-
down clothing, she made her living collecting things people threw away.
(This was before the days of the garage sale.) "Juan" also pushed a
cart around town. He was our '"hot tamale" man, and in the cart kept
a large pot of beef tamales warming over a small fire. His tamales were
wrapped in corn shucks and were always served on a page of the
Houston Press, the area "scandal sheet" newspaper. The paper seemed
to add to the tamales' flavor. Lee Allen was the official junk man, and
his place of business was on the Baytown-Peny Road at the bottom of
the hill upon which I lived. In addition to buying and selling junk, he
sold gasoline, auto parts, and ice. Next to the service station-office
was a wooden huilding with thick walls, behind which great chunks of
ice were stored. During the really hot days of summer, Lee let us kids
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sit in that ice house and munch on broken pieces of ice. He bought
everything from iron, copper, and brass to bones, rags, and bottles. He
would pay us pcnnies for this junk, then haul it in to Houston where
he collected market prices. We kids knew he was cheating us, so we
retaliated by occasionally retrieving our merchandise at night and resell-
ing it a few days latcr.
Our junk money was usually spent just across the street at a small
grocery. Mrs. Bradshaw operated a store out of the east end of a
building that housed her husband's radiator repair shop. I'm sure she
stocked bread and milk, some can goods, and the usual staples, but
what I remember most clearly is the great gobs of penny candy-brick
bats, jaw-breakers, tootsie rolls, red-hots, candy corn, fUdge, divinity,
peanut brittle, candy kisses, Baby Ruths', Butterfingers, and many
others. With just a few cents, we could load our poekets with goodies
and munch all day. I often wondered why my teeth didn't rot.
Unlike Pelly, the Baytown I moved to in 1946 had not gone
through an oil field evolution, but an oil refinery development. Baytown
was a 100 per cent "company town," owing its complete and total
reason for being to Humble Oil and Refining Company.
The community began in the spring of 1919 as a group of old
Army tents and hastily built barracks for the refinery construction
workers, with meals being served in an old farm-house. By January
1920, new bunkhouses and mess halls were accommodating a thousand
men. Married supervisory employees and some skilled workers were
supplied with small stucco houses in a nearby company addition, but
others had to commute from neighboring Goose Creek and Pelly. In
1922 Humble built many one and two room rental houses for the
unskilled minority workers in a segregated area. Some community
facilities were also provided, including ,chools for the native white
children and the off-spring of the many Mexican workers who had
come to the construction site. Free transportation was provided to
Goose Creek for those wanting to go shopping or to seek whatever
entertainment the town had to offer.
About the time my father went to work in the refinery's pipe
department in 1923, plans were made for a permanent community to
be known as East Baytown. The company by then had a large perma~
nent work force. At East Baytown, Humble adopted the policy of
assisting its cmployees in acquiring homes instead of building the houses
for them. The company agreed to layout a tract, build streets, side-
walks, and alleys, provide utilities, and finance a home-building program.
Within ten months of the first contract, 380 lots had been sold and 145
buildings completed. Folluwing the custom of our region, East Baytown
was restricted to white workers, who also got to enjoy the fine Spanish-
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style Community House with its company-sponsored movies and other
activities. More adequate housing arrangements for the few hundred
Mexican and Negro employees than their small rental houses were not •
provided. These people stayed in their segregated ghettos and barrios
and outside the main stream of the area's society until integration came
in the late '50s and carly '60s.
The red-tiled Community House acted as the center of recreation
and entertainment for the Tri-Cities for almost 40 ye.ars. It contained
a large auditorium and stage, library, game room, club meeting room,
and conference room. Behind the building were handball and tennis
courts, barbeque facilities, and picnic grounds large enough to handle
the crowds on Humble Day, Baytown's annual celebration to comemo-
rate the opening of the refinery on May 11, 1920. To us kids, the
Community House meant many things-ping pong tournaments, chess
games, birthday parties, school dances, piano recitals, magic shows
(here, Beverly Bergeron, TV's Reba the Clown and now star entertainer
at Disneyworld in Florida, began his career), reading, watching TV
when there were few sets and fewer stations, or just sitting, talking and
drinking nickel cokes. These and a myriad of other activities, all free,
kept the heavy front doors of that building open night and day. In the
early 1960s, Humble began getting out of the housing and social activi-
ties, moved all the stucco houses out of the company addition and
dismantled the Community House.
Humble even provided a sports team that came as close to profes-
sional status as Baytown has seen to date. A small sandlot basehall
team organized in 1920 grew into the Baytown Oilers, a semi-profes-
sional team popular in our area for three decades. During it$ hey-day,
2,500 to 3,000 people would attend the games. Humble not only paid
the men to play, but wasn't above transferring a good ball player into
Baytown to improve the team. When I was a boy, my buddies and I
would climb into the trees that lined the street by the park to watch
the games, or shag foul balls so that we would be admitted free into the
stands. In 1954 the team was disbanded and the park levelled.
For those inclined for activities higher on the 'ocial scale, Humble
provided space for a golf courSe and country club next to the docks.
After 1 had moved to Maryland Street, my friend Charles Elliott and
I would go to the golf course on weekends to be hired as caddies. Being
small, we never were, but we did make a little money retrieving lost
balls from a waste area, half tar, half quicksand, that layout in the
rough. To preclude breaking through the thin crust that covered most
of that pit, we made crude walkways out of scrap lumber, and in the
very soft areas would inch out on planks to find the balls stuck in the
black, gooey mess. Every once in a while, we would slip off and sink
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into the mess and have to clean the oily mud from our shoes and
clothes. Years later, a new country club and golf course were built
north of the refinery and the old facilities became an open field again.
The business section of Baytown began with a few stores, places
of amusement, barber shops and the like on the fringes of the refinery
grounds. As permanent, all-weather roads were built into the com-
munity, brick and concrete block buildings replaced thc crude wooden
and canvas structures, a post office was secured, and the business
district I knew as a boy emerged. It was concentrated in the triangle
formed by the 90 degree· turn Market Street made as it came through
town and Minnesota Street at the base. On the outskirts of the com-
munity, on Market towards Goose Creek, and on the Baytown-Pelly
Road (later West Main) were other businesses. Main Street jutted
northward off Market for three sleazy blocks, a "sin-strip" holdover
from the rowdy days of the '20s and '30s with its vice, gambling, and
drinking establishments. These places operated as a "relief-valve" for
the foreign seamen who came from the ships at the Humble docks until
the 1950s when they were finally closed by the county district attorney.
To cleanse itself of the bad image, the city council renamed the street
Harbour. Today, the bars are still there, but it is a run-down area that
is closely watched by the Baytown police.
When I was a teenager, Baytown had about 6,000 people com-
pressed into the area between the refinery and the creek, and the
Southern Pacific railroad tracks and Black Duek Bay. The main street
was Market, which started in Goose Creek and ran some 30 miles into
Houston. In the early days of the community, and up until the late
'40s when Decker Drive was constructed, Market Street was "the way"
in and out of the Tri-Cities to the west. From downtown Baytown, it
circled the refinery property by going along the bayfront to Wooster,
then swung north and west to intersect with the Crosby-Lynchburg
Road at Four Corners.
Baytown had a larger, more up-to-date business district than Pelly,
and was only a shade behind Goose Creek in quantity and quality. It
had four drugstores, three groceries (these did not count in the many
Mom and Pop type stores), one large department store, several shoe
stores, men's shops, ladies' boutiqucs~ three or four barber shops and
beauty parlors, a couple of radio-TV sales and repair shops, many gas
stations, two dry cleaners, a laundry, two furniture stores, two dentist
offices, one doctor's office, a lawyer or two, an old-fashioned ice cream
parlor with wire tables and chairs, four cafes, a bank, a bowling alley,
and two movie theaters. The Arcadia was the older theater and showed
re-releases and Grade B movies. The Bay was at that time the newest
and largest theater in the Tri-Cities and showed the first-run features.
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Sometimes when my buddies and I had nothing better to do, we would
go to both theaters in one evening.
Out on Market Street towards Goose Creek, was a lumber yard,
two or three car lots, a gravel pit, and Brown's Chicken Shack, our
"Happy Days" drive-in. Their specialry was chicken salad sandwiches,
the most scrumptious I have ever eaten, anywhere. This was the era of
the car hops, and we went to Brown'5 and other area drjve-ins as much
to hassle the girls and see and be seen as to eat.
As an added attraction to draw customers, Brown's had a play-
ground and small zoo for the kids. In addition to some birds and small
animals such as a raccoon and opossum, they had two spider monkeys.
These primates may have been entertaining to the kids, but they were
sickening to anyone trying to eat. They would sit scratching and picking
off fleas from each other or hang upside down exposing their flaming
red rears. I, for one was ecstatic when they suddenly died.
Two business establishments in old Baytown stand out most vividly
in my memory. One was a bicycle repair shop on the Baytown-Pelly
Road operated by an old German named Klass Hamstra. Klass was a
bachelor who lived in the rear of his shop. He made his liVing by work-
ing with his hands, but I soon discovered he was a highly intelligent
and well-read person. He loved to talk and could converse on just
about any subject. Philosophy was his favorite, and he maintained a
billboard at the side of his shop where he handpaimed adages from both
old and modern writers. One week he would quote Kipling, "And no
one shall work for money, and no one shall work for fame, but each
for the joy of working." The next week he would have, "Laugh, and
the world laughs with you, snore and you sleep alone." People in the
area anxiously awaited the weekly changing of the pithy sayings on his
homemade billboard.
The other place was just down the street at the intersection with
Maryland Street, a "beer joint" called Ma Church's. It sat on the right-
hand comer of the intersection and on the left was the Longhorn Tavern.
These two bars, along with the body of water known as Black Duck
Bay which sat at the bottom of the street, gave credence to Dick's and
my claim of living on "the wettest street in town." Ma's place was
half-way along my paper route and I stopped there to rest. Ma, a fat,
jolly matron, bought a paper from me every day, but got her nickel
back plus one more when I bought a Royal Crown Cola and a package
of Planter's Peanuts. We kids would take a big swig out of the RC,
dump the peanuts into the bottle, then drink and chew simultaneously.
Maybe it's just my imagination, but it was a simpler time back
during those years. The pace of living was slower. It was small-town
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living in its most favorable aspects. Everyone knew everyone else. I
was Alfred Young's boy, and Alfred Young worked at the refinery, just
like every other father did. Our company-town atmosphere helped
lessen the feelings of class or caste. My playmates and I were all on
about the same level since our fathers did the same thing. This feeling
of equality gave stability to our reiationships and enabled us to grow up
without overwhelming feelings of superiority or inferiority.
We walked the streets without fear. We seldom locked our doors.
We knew all of our neighbors by name, and if a family had problems,
they knew their neighbors would help without being asked. A person's
word was his bond, collateral was seldom needed. No one welched on
his debts, and if one rarely did, his family made good to protect the
family's name.
These, then, are my memories of my hometown. They are of the
giant Humble refinery whose shrill whistle blasts told us when it was
7 a.m., noon, and 4 p.m., whose orange jets of burning waste gas
illuminated the night sky, and whose dank, oily smells permeated the
community. They are also of the physical terrain, of forests of moss-
ladened oak trees and forests of steel oil derricks, and of waterways
that surrounded us and left in the humid air a mixed odor of brackish
bayou and salted sea. They are also of one and two story buildings of
red brick, cream stucco, unpainted wood, and rusted tin scaltered along
a single main street. But, mostly they are of a group of special people,
most of them now dead, who lived by a set of simple values such as
honesty, friendliness, and a profound love of God, home, and com-
munity. Perhaps my hometown was not a place of ideal perfection, but
if my recollections are only partially accurate, it was as close to utopia
as I'll ever get.
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REMINISCENCES OF THE WAR:
THE LAST DAY AT CORINTH
by Tom Hogg
Edited by Robert C. Cotner
In the two day battle, April 6-7, 1862, at Pittsburg Landing
(Shiloh) on the Tennessee River, the Confederates lost General Albert
Sidney Johnston and suffered about 10,000 casualties. General Pierre
G. T. Beauregard took charge and fell back to Corinth, Mississippi,
where he hoped to hold a line north of the Memphis-Charleston rail-
road. Although Grant's forces had sustained about 13,000 casual'des,
there were replacements and Corinth was soon facing a seige by Union
forces which numbered possibly twice those of the Confederates. The
water was bad, so bad that horses knew better than to drink it, but
hundreds of Union and Confederate soldiers did not and became ill.
On May 16, Brigadier General Joseph L. Hogg of Rusk, Texas, died
from dysentary. His oldest son, Thomas, later wrote about his regi-
ment's activities on the last day of the evacuation which took place on
May 29, 1862, The following account was found in the Hogg Collection
at the University of Texas at Austin.' Unfortunately, the copy is from
an undated newspaper clipping in the scrapbook kept by Mrs. Hermilla
Hogg Kelso.
On the morning preceding the evacuation of Corinth by the Con-
federates under [General] Beauregard, in May, 1862, we made a
considerable demonstration on the front of our lines, in order to hood-
wink the enemy, while the materiel and main bulk of the troops were
withdrawn. Among the forces ordered out was the 3rd Texas cavalry
dismounted, under command of Col. W. P. Lane,' At about sunrise
on the 28th day of May, the regiment was ordered to double-quick, to
reinforce the skirmishers, who were being heavily pressed, by a force
of the enemy of vast numerical superiority. After passing through an
immense abbattis, formed by felled trees with their branches sharpened
and pointing towards us, we came up with our line of videttes, and in
full view of the enemy's position which was in a valley about three
hundred yards distant, covered with a jungle of black jack underbrush
that completely veiled them from our view, while our position offered
no cover except large oaks, and as yet we were denied their protection,
where it interfered with our alignment. As soon as we were discovered
by the enemy, a galling fire was opened on our line, and from the
volumes of smoke that boiled up from the copse, and the deafening
Robert C. Cotner, distingUished scholar at the University of Texas in Austin and
past president of the ETHA, submitted this article prior to his death on September
23, 1980.
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roar of the musketry, we were apprised that we were initiating no trifling
encounter. The battle opened in earnest now, and the fire became
terrific. There were only two hundred and forty-six of our Regiment
well enough to be in the engagement, and owing to the enemy's heavy
overbalance of numbers and their vastly advantageous position, it
behooved every man to avail himself of such protection as the trces
afforded. Each man took his trcc, and after discharging his firelock
and reloading in that position, would advance to the next obstruction
and go through with the same routine. Colonel Walter P. Lane, Major
James J. A. Barker,' and Adjutant Orlando Hollinsworth,' were the
only mounted officers on thc field, and thus exposed, were excellent
targets for the encmy's sharp shooters. We had advanced but a short
distance in the aforesaid manner when Lane's favorite command
"Charge" was ordered, to dislodge the enemy from his stronghold. At
the simple word "charge," each Texan quit his cover and dashed with
wonted impetuosity upon the opposing ranks. The forests resounded
with their dreadful shout, which sent a chill of terror to the hearts of
the invaders. In full run, the Texans with the fury of madmen, close
on the lurking enemy, whose skill and power are spent in vain to check
them. Over three thousand muskets are helching forth their death-
fraught charges into the slim ranks of the brave 246-still they come!
Their wake is crimsoned with the best blood of the nation-yet on they
rush. They attain the fire-breathing thicket,' and without a halt they
plunge into its thorny bosom, when in one chaotic stampede the "gallant
Brigade of Indianians," that Uncle Sam had entrusted with honor's
post, made their shamcful exit, leaving about forty of their dcad and
a like number of wounded in the hands of the gallant 246, who pursued
them hotly for a short distance, but the impolicy of pushing too far
from our base, was evident from the countless "Long Rolls," heard in
the enemy's line and the knowledge of the fact that the three thousand
we were pursuing were only the vanguard of one of Uncle Sam's grand
armies. The chase ceased and the troops were thrown into order and
countermarched to the original position.
Now was realized the true pain of the battle. In the fury of excite-
ment, as on we dashed to death or victory, though a brother fell beside
us, we gave it no more than a fleeting thought, and seldom stopped a
moment to see the nature of the blow; but when the storm had spent
its wrath an [d] the consequent calm had lulled our glowing passions,
our hearts grew faint at the sight of those who but half an hour before
were flushed with hopes, now lay weltering in the gory lap of death-
or palely struggling on the dismal brink of eternity. Of the boys from
Cherokee, we found the brave young Abner Harris dead with his musket
in his hand-Wallace Caldwell-the beloved, the noble Wallace,
languishing under a mortal wound, and John Lambert a cripple for
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life.' Many were lamented on that day, but none more than that prince
of nature's noblemen, the talented, chivalric [Major] Barker, the pride
of his regiment. He fell while gallantly cheering his men, as he had
done, on to victory on many a well fought field. His gallantry and
general superiority was the theme of every tongue who knew him-
his name was inseparably combined with our ideas of valor, magnanim-
ity, truth, candor and fidelity. Oh! We thought it hard that such a
noble masterpiece could not remain among us as an example. We
murmured in the fullness of our sorrow-stricken hearts that our jewel
must be blighted in the very spring-tide of his splendor.
His death blow did not take him unawares for he apprehended
it the preceding day. 'Tis said, that "coming events cast their shadows
before," and how true it was with men in the lIa50 war whose fate
slumbered in the womb of the coming battle. It was truly so in Barker's
case. A dreadful premonition hung an ominous pall of gloom over that
face which was never known to pale through terrors gloomy as the
grave encompassed him; but he was willing to lay down his bright life
upon the bloodstained shrine of Liberty, and accepted the result like
a hero--he died as he had wished to die, and as he had lived, in the
unswerving performance of duty. He saw a skulking soldier take shelter
behind a log and refused to follow in the onset; he told the das [sic]
to arise and join his comrades, or he would inflect on him the mis-
creants' penalty, and that was death. When he fell from his horse,
pierced by two balls, either of which was mortal, John Myres of Com-
pany "C" received him in his arms, and calling to Lem Reed, who was
dashing by in the charge, they eased the dying hero to the ground,
whereupon, Lem Reed, who supposing that he had merely fainted,
while rubbing his hands in the vain hope of resuscitating him and thus
passively exposed to a perfect storm of bullets, called to the writer of
this sketch, to assist in bearing him from the field, or at least out of
danger of the missiles, which were sweeping the ground in a frightful
manner. We seized our beloved Major and carried him over a little
hill to the rear, during which time he breathed out his noble soul to his
God who gave it. Thus was terminated one of the most marvelous
achievements on the annals of history.
General Beauregard issued a most eulogistic bulletin,; in which
he manifested his admiration of the conduct of Lane and his men to
the whole army, declaring their demeanor worthy of all praise and
imitation. Our losses were pretty heavy, nearly equal that of the enemy,
perhaps heavier. Indeed, it is almost a miracle that any escaped the
fate of our lamented companions when we contemplate 246 men, in
an exposed position, charging a whole Brigade of three thousand men,
and they securely posted! It can only be accounted for as one of those
mysteries or freaks of fortune, or especial provisions of Providence,
that dot the history of the brave, however small in numbers, or under
whatever embarrassments they may labor.
We remained in our position the remainder of the day. The enemy
did not advance in force, but their skirmisbers resumed the position in
the brush, whence we had driven them in the morning. Shots were
exchanged now and then all the remaining part of the day, during which
time several rather diverting incidents transpired. Jo. Howell, of
Cumby's' Company from Rusk County, whiled away the hours on his
post as vidette, in a very pleasant manner apparently to himself, by
exposing his posterior on one side of his tree, and peeping from the
other side, and when he would descry the smoke boil up from the covert
where the enemy were concealed, he would straighten himself and claim
protection from the tree. He was an especial target for the Yankee
sharp shooters for several hours - - - - his tree was barked with balls
frequently. But the most amusing incident which occurred was a spirit
of State pride, or emulation which sprung up between a young Arkansas
greenhorn and a Texas ditto. For the sake of discrimination I will call
the onc "Greeny," the other "Gossey" - - - - Greeny, tired of wasting
his ammunition at random, conceived that if he were up one of two
tall twin whiteoaks which stood hard by, he could do the Confederacy
more efficient service, as he thought by ascending the tree he could
see beyond the jungle in which the enemy were concealed and perhaps
make some important observations and perhaps get a few fair "cracks"
at the "tarnal blue jackets." So taking his gun he mounts to the height
of about thirty feet, and seating himself on a branch among the luxuriant
foliage, commenced shooting - - - "Gossey's" attention was attracted,
and addressing "Greeny," inquired: "Who is that up there?" "ARKAN-
SAW!" said "Greeny." "Who are you?" "Texas'" replied "Gossey,"
"and Arkansaw can't get ahead of her either," so springing to the first
limb on the other tree, he called on one of his fellows to hand him his
gun, when up he climbed with the agility of a squirrel, and seating
himself on a limb, within a yard of his companion, inquired: "Where
are they? Show 'em to me!" "Greeny" pointed out a squad of live
Yankees, who seemed considerably confused from some cause, and
fired again. "There, by jingoes! I got one that time!" he exclaimed
his agitation. "Gossey," opened fire on the same squad, and as fast
as they could load and discharge their pieces, they blazed away. The
foliage of the trees was so dense that the smoke of their guns could not
be seen by the enemy, who seemed surprised at balls coming so close,
when thare was no visible foe. At length, while "Greeny" and "Gossey"
were in the heyday of their glory - - - - attracting general admiration
from their comrades below - - - BANG! BANG! BANG! went the guns
of a whole Yankee platoon, and ZIP! - - - ZIP! hissed the balls around
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them. "Gossey's" courage, glory, and fancied security vanished like a
fever dream; he locked his hands around the tree and let all holds go,
and woe betide the luckless limb that resisted his descent. He was on
the ground in half a minute, but "Greeny's" tree had large limbs on
it and he was distanced by "Gossey" by about half a second. - - - -
Greeny and Gossey kept out of trees thenceforth.
About 9 o'clock, P.M., Colonel Lane received orders to withdraw.
When we arrived at Cor'nth, we were astonished to find no army there.
Everything had been removed. When we had marched about fifteen
miles, it was discovered that Captain Sid Johnson's' Company was
not with the Regiment. The mystery could admit of but one of two
solutions; either he had been taken by the enemy, or had not received
the order for withdrawal and had been left alone with his company, to
face the whole Yankee army. The latter was correct. Through mistake,
when the Adjutant was visiting the posts of the different Companies,
by reason of the cimmerian darkness which prevailed, Captain Johnson
was overlooked. A courier was immediately dispatched for him, and
when the messenger arrived, this faithful officer and his gallant Company
were found at duty's post. They heard their comrades withdrawing, but
his duty was not to desert his post until ordered, and there he remained,
faithful to the last.
Oh, that such noble fidelity had characterized men in higher places
- - - - there might yet have been a proud victorious army marching on












'Shelby Foote, The Civil War (New York, 1958), I, 351, 382-385. See also
Robert C. Cotner, James Stephen HogC: A Biography (Austin, 1959), 23·24.
2Walter Page Lane was promoted to second lieutenant for bravery at the
Battle of San Jacinto. Later he went on scouting trips with Hays' Rangers. He
became a major in the war with Mexico, and entered mercantile business in
Marshall, Texas. Lieutenant Colonel Lane. after the battle of Elkhorn, was
ordered to reinforce General Beauregard at Corinth. Waiter Prescott Webb and
H. Bailey Carroll (cds.), The Handbook of Texas (Austin, 1952), I, 24.
3Following the death of Captain Frank Taylor, Lieutenant Barker was pro·
moted to Captain, Company C, Third Texas Cavalry. During the reorganization
in May 1862 he was elected as Major. S. R. Barron, The Lone Star Dejenders
(New York, 1908), 93094.
'Orlando N. Hollingsworth, born in Alabama in 1836, came to Rusk County,
Texas, in 1845. A graduate of the University of Virginia, class of '59, he joined
R. H. Cumby's Company B, Third Texas Cavalry. After the war he founded
Coronal Institute in San Marcos and became state superintendent of public
instruction in 1872. Handbook oj Texas, I, 828.
~Barron described the "black jack" fight in The Lone Star Defenders, 93.
'For references to these men see The Lone Star Defenders, 94. Also see
Hattie Joplin Roach, A History of Cherokee County (Dallas, 1934), 61ff.
'Quoted in Barron, The Lone Star Defenders, 94·95.
fRobert H. Cumby was born in Virginia; moved to Texas in 1849 after some
years in Mississippi. He served in the Eighth Texas Legislature and raised Com-
pany B for the Third Texas Cavalry. By election he became a colonel in May
1862. After being wounded he became a brigadier general of Texas State Troops
in 1864. He later made Dallas his home.
'For information on Captain Sid Johnson see Sid S. Johnson, Some Biogra-
phies 0/ Old Settlers (Tyler, 1900, 1965), 11, and his Texans Who Wore the Gray.
1QThe feelings of lawyer Thomas Hogg mellowed with time and are expressed
best in his book, The Fate oj Marvin (Houston, 1872) and a Centennial Edition
by Miss Ima Hegg in 1973. This work also answers questions about how she
received her name.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
Fall brings the membership of East Texas Historical Association
to Nacogdoches for the Annual Meeting, this year held September 25-26:
The Friday cvening session convened at the restored home of Tal
Barret, driller of the first oil well in Texas. The restoration work was
done by Capt. and Mrs. Charles Phillips (Anne), and Chuck gave a
brief but informative and entertaining talk on the personalities who had
visited the house during its long history. He also discussed the restora-
tion of the house. On Saturday, sessions were presented on WOMEN
IN TEXAS, SOCIETY AND EDUCATION ALONG THE GULF
COAST, LIQUOR IN THE WOODS, JUNIOR COLLEGES IN EAST
TEXAS, and AGRICULTURE, OLD AND NEW, IN EAST TEXAS.
President Marion Holt presented the luncheon address, "Pine Island
Cemetery." Irvin May served as program chairman.
At the business meeting following the luncheon, Certificates of
Appreciation were presented to former presidents of the Association.
Max Lale of Marshall was elected president for the 1981-82 term, with
Irvin May of College Station and Bob Bowman of Lufkin as first and
second vice presidents, respectively. James Conrad of East Texas State
University was elected to serve the remaining year of Bowman's term
on the Board of Directors. Donald Whisenhunt of the University of
Texas at Tyler, Mrs. Jewel Cates of Dallas, and Mrs. Margaret Henson
of the University of Houston at Clear Lake were elected to three-year
terms on the Board of Directors. James V. Reese of Stephen F. Austin
State University presented the report of the Constitutional Revision
Committee, and the recommended revised constitution was adopted.
The full text will be presented at the end of this section.
"Overton: Agricultural Research and Education in Northeast
Texas," by Irvin May, Jr., is a monography which surveys the origins,
development and contributions of the Texas Agricultural Experiment
Station for Northeast Texas during 1902-1979. To obtain a copy, write
to: Tom Sneed, Department of Agricultural Communications, Texas
A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843.
The 67th Session of the Texas Legislature, recognizing the need
to encourage the protection and use of structures significant in our
history, has established a grant-in-aid program for designated historic
structures. State funds of up to $250,000 are earmarked specifically for
this Texas Historic Preservation Grants Program in each year of the
new biennium. Accordingly, the Texas Historical Commission will begin
this fall to make grant allocations of $2,500 to $50,000 to assist quali-











The Texas Historic Preservation Grants Program is available
eXclusively to nonprofit organizations and political subdivisions of the
state, entities least able to take advantage of existing preservation
assistance programs. And to be eligible for grant assistance a property
must: 1) be included in the National Register of Historic Places; or
2) be designated as a Recorded Texas Historic Landmark; or 3) be
determined by the Commission to be eligible for inclusion in the Register
or for Landmark designation. In addition, certain properties in none of
these categories may be specifically designated by the Commission to
be worthy of preservation funding, such as structures recorded as State
Archeological Landmarks.
The grants can be awarded for a variety of preservation efforts:
I) Planning-to prepare certain plans essential to preservation, such
as Feasibility Studies, Historic Structure Reports and Preservation Plans;
2) Acquisition-to secure absolute ownership, and 3) Development-
to carry out construction work.
For additional information and a Pre-Application, please contact:
Texas Historical Commission, P.O. Box 12276, Austin, Texas 78711,
(512) 475-3094.
Persons interested in using the tapes and transcripts of the Dallas
Mayors Oral History and Records Project should contact Ms. Katherine
Iagoe, director of the Research Center for Dallas and Texas History
at the Dallas Public Library, or Dr. lames Conrad, University Archivist
at East Texas State University. The Dallas Mayors Oral History Project,
a cooperative program of the Dallas Public Library and The East Texas
State University Library, was an 18 month effort to document the
history of Dallas mayors and their administration.
The Texas Commission for the Humanities is pleased to announce
the selection of Dr. Frank Vandiver, President of Texas A&M Univer-
sity, as its first TEXAS LECTURER. He will speak to the first annual
TEXAS LECTURE ON THE HUMANITIES on March 19, 1982.
Each year the LECTURE will highlight a Texan whose work in
the humanities-history, literature, philosophy, languages, or related
fields-represents a significant contribution to American life and
thought. Designation as the TEXAS LECTURER carries with it a
$2,000 stipend.
Dr. Vandiver has written numerous works on the Confederacy and
military history, notably Mighty Stonewall, Their Tattered Flags and
the two volume Black Jack: The Life and Times of lohn I. Pershing.
He will speak on biography as an agent of humanism. During a one-day
Institute the following day, other noted biographers will lead discussions
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with invited guests from around the state on topics suggested by Dr.
Vandiver's lecture.
The Texas Committee for the Humanities, a state program of the
National Endowment for the Humanities, is a volunteer citizens com-
mittee seeking to increase public understanding and appreciation of the
Humanities. The TCH provides financial support for conferences,
forums, seminars, interpretive exhibits, radio and television program-
ming, and other public projects. Founded in 1972, the Committee is
composed of 20 members from around the State. For additional infor-
mation on the TEXAS LECTURE ON THE HUMANITIES, contact
James Veninga, (512) 473-8585.
Through the generosity of Dr. A. Elizabeth Taylor, Professor of
History and Government at the Texas Woman's University, the TWU
Library announces the acquisition of the microfilm edition of the
National Woman's Parly Papers: The Suffrage Years, 1913-1920 for
its Woman's Collection. This important collection is a comprehensive
record of the activities which surrounded the campaign for passage of
the 19th Amendment. It includes correspondence, administrative
records of the NWP, publications of the NWP and other organizations,
and photographs in support of women's suffrage. The Suffrage Years
complements the National Woman's Parly Papers, 1913-1974, also
owned in microfilm format by TWU, which emphasizes efforts by the
NWP to secure passage of an Equal Rights Amendment.
At its annual meeting in Abilene, Texas, March 13-14, 1981, Dr.
Joseph Milton Nance, Professor
Emeritus of History at Texas
A&M University, was elected
President of the West Texas His-
torical Association. Nance,. son
of Jeremiah Milton Nance and
Mary Louise Hutchison (former-
ly of San Marcos), was born and
reared in Kyle where he attended
the public schools from which he
was graduated as Valedictorian
in 1931. After receiving his B.A.
(1935), M.A. (1935), and Ph.D.
(1941) degrees from the Univer-
sity of Texas, he joined the His-
tory Faculty of Texas A&M in
1941, where he taught for thirty-
eight years, rising through the
•
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various academic ranks to Professor in 1957 and to the Head of the
Department of History and Government, 1958-1968 and of History
1968-1973. During the Summers of 1956 and 1958, Nance taught at
Southwest Texas State College in San Marcos.
Dr. Nance is recognized as an outstanding Texas historian. He is
the author of eight books, including a Checklist of Texas Newspapers
1813-1939. He has published many articles in professional journals
and is the recipient of many awards, among them the Texas Institute
of Letters Award in 1964 for After San Jacinto: The Texas Mexican
Frontier, 1836-1841; the Walter Prescott Webb Award of the University
of Texas History Department in 1966 for his outstanding A Itack and
Counterattack: The Texas-Mexican Frontier, 1842, given to an alumnus
who has made the most significant contribution to knowledge; in 1963
he received the Austin journalism society Award for the most outstand-
ing book published that year on Texas history, and io 1979 he received
the AMOCO Distinguished Faculty Award at Texas A&M University
for outstanding research and publication. In 1979 Baylor University's
School of Law established in his name two Joseph Milton Nance Scholar-
ships in Law to be awarded each year to outstanding Texas A&M
students wishing to attend Baylor's Law School; and in 1980 the History
Department of Texas A&MUniversity established the J. Milton Nance
Lectures in Texas History to be given each year by an outstanding
Texas history scholar.
Nance is an elected life-time Fellow of the Texas State Historical
Association, a member of the Brazos County Historical Commission, an
elected member of the prestigious Texas Institute of Letters, a member
of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and a member of the Sons of the
Republic of Texas, and a sixth generation Texan. He is listed in Who's
Who in America; Who's Who in Texas; Contemporary Authors; and in
the American Council of Learned Societies' Directory of Scholars
(History). And we proudly note, Dr. Nance is a member of The Board
of Directors of The East Texas Historical Association.
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CONSTITUTION OF
THE EAST TEXAS HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
ARTICLE 1. NAME
"
The name of this organization shall be The East Texas Historical
Association.
ARTICLE 2. PURPOSE
This Association is formed for historical and literary purposes and
the particular objectives and business thereof shall be the discovery,
collection, preservation, publication, and dissemination of historical
information relating to the social, economic, political, and cultural
history of East Texas; to encourage and sponsor gatherings of students
of East Texas history; to support activities aimed at the preservation
of the region's material culture; to give public recognition to those who
contribute to such objectives; and to engage in any other activity appro-
priate to these ends.
The Association shall publish at least once a year a historical
journal of high quality, to be known as The East Texas Historical
Journal, and may publish other items on occasion when judged by the
Board of Directors to be worthy and appropriate.
ARTICLE 3. MEMBERSHIPS AND DUES
All persons and institutions are eligible to become regular members
of this Association by making application and the payment of dues.
All persons who joined between the organizational meeting and
the next annual meeting thereafter shall be designated Charter Members.
The Board of Directors shall have the right to establish classifica-
tion of members including Fellows not to exceed fifteen and the level
of memberships as may be most expedient for carrying out the business
of this Association, and shall at any regular meeting of the Board
establish membership dues, subject to approval of the Association
membership at a regular meeting of that body.
Any member who shall be one year in arrears for dues shall be
automatically dropped from the membership roll.
ARTICLE 4. OFFICERS AND THEIR DUTIES
The officers of this Association shall be a President, two Vice
Presidents, a Secretary-Treasurer, and eight members chosen by ballot
at the annual meeting of the Association, who shall constitute the Board
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of Directors. The outgoing President is an ex-officio member of the
Board of Directors for two years following his/her term of office.
The duties of said officers shall be those usually devolving upon
officers of similar titles under general parliamentary law and custom,
except where otherwise herein or thereafter specifically prescribed.
The President shall preside at all meetings of the Association and
of the Board of Directors, and shall call special meetings of the Associa-
tion or of the Board of Directors upon the request of a majority of the
Board of Directors or of ten members of the Association.
In the absence of the President at any meeting the members present
shall choose one of the Vice Presidents to preside over the meeting and
to perform ad interim the duties of President.
The Board of Directors shall enter into an agreement with an
institution of higher education in East Texas for a site for offices of the
Association and its publications. The Board of Directors may name
not more than two representatives from the cooperating or sponsoring
institution as voting ex-officio members of the Board. The Board of
Directors shall, in coordination with the officials of the cooperating or
sponsoring institution, select an Executive Director and an Editor, who
shall be members of the faculty or staff of that institution. The same
individual may hold both appointments.
The Board of Directors shall have the general oversight of the
property of the Association, its classification, care and protection,
approve all financial reports of the officers and all accounts and claims
against the Association, for which drafts shall be drawn on the Secretary-
Treasurer.
The Board may appoint committees from the Board of Directors
or from the membership-at-large; when necessary, and take all needful
and proper steps to forward the affairs of the Association and to con-
serve its best interests.
The Editor shall be an ex-officio member of the Board of Directors
and shall be responsible for the publications of the Association and for
their distribution to the membership and to the general public. There
shall be an Editorial Board of no less than four members to be elected
by the Board of Directors upon the recommendation of the Editor. The
Editorial Board shall advise the Editor on the selectioll of items for
publication and the Board of Directors on broad publication policies.
The Editor shall make a report on the status of publications to each
meeting of the Board of Directors, which, when approved by the Board,
shall be preserved by the Editor in permanent form.
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The Executive Director shall be responsible for the day-to-day
operations and functions of the Association and ,hall serve as an ex-
officio member of the Board of Directors. The Executive Director,
Secretary-Treasurer, and President shall conduct the correspondence
of the Association, maintaining a permanent record of their correspon-
dence. The Executive Director shall notify members of their appoint-
ment to committees or election to office, and shall make a report of
the work of the Association to each meeting of the Board of Directors
which, when approved by the Board, shall be preserved by the Execu-
tive Director in permanent form. The approved Executive Director's
report shall be made available to the Association membersh'p at its
regular Fall meeting.
The Executive Djrector shall be custodian of the seal of the Asso-
ciation; shall keep a full and correct roll of the membership of the
Association, give notice of all meetings, regular and special; shall collect
the dues of members, and receive all subscriptions and donations of
money or other property, maintaining a full, permanent record of same.
The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep in a well-bound book fulI and
correct minutes of all meetings of the Association and of the Board
of Directors, submitting the same for approval of the respective bodies,
and shall call to the attention of the Association and to the Board of
Directors all matters of general interest; shall be custodian of all moneys
and property of the Association, giving sufficient bond therefor when
required, and shall keep a full record thereof in permanent form; shall
pay all routine bills of the Association, preserving vouchers and receipts
therefor; extraordinary expenditures must have prior approval of the
Board before commitment and payment; and shall, at each meeting of
the Board of Directors, present a detailed report of all receipts and
expenditures, with proper vouchers, and a report of all funds and prop-
erty belonging to the Association.
ARTICLE 5. PLACE OF MEETING
The annual meeting for the hearing of annual reports and the
election of officers shall be held each Fall at Nacogdoches, Texas. Other
meetings of the Association, not less than one in addition to the annual
meeting, shall be held at places in East Texas as may be determined by
the Association or its Board of Directors from time to time; the object
of stich meetings, other than the annual meeting, being to honor all
sections of East Texas and especially tho'e places of special historical
interest in local history.
•
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ARTICLE 6. TERMS OF OFFICE
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Directors and officers shall serve the following terms:
President, a one year term and may not serve an additional consecutive
term.
Vice Presidents and Secretary-Treasurer, a one year term, and there-
• after as long as they may be re-elected from year to year.
Board of Directors, a three-year term, with at least a year or more
intervening before re-election for a second term. Should a vacancy
on the Board occur, the Association at its next annual meeting
shall elect a Director to fill the unexpired term, Directors shall
continue to serve until their places are filled by the Association
at such meeting.
The Executive Director of the Association and the Editor serve
at the pleasure of the Board of Directors and the President of the spon-
soring institution.
ARTICLE 7. AMENDMENTS
Any of these Articles may be amended by written resolution, setting
forth the terms of the proposed amendment, adopted at any annual
meeting of the Association, or at a special meeting of the Association
called for that purpose at which at least one-fourth of all active members
of record are present and voting.
Adopted: September 26, 1981
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Texas Connection With the American Revolution. By Robert H.
Thonhoff. (Eakin Press, P.O. Box 178, Burnet, TX 78611), 1981.
Appendix, Index. p. 106. $9.95.
Robert H. Thonhoff has written numerous works on Texas. The
Texas Connection, his latest effort, is an unabashed attempt to broaden
the perspective of those historians from the Northeast who have often
minimized if not ignored compietely Spain's contribution to the English
colonists' success in the American Revolution.
The book has four parts. First the author presents "The Texas
Setting," a brief discussion of Texas in the Empire. Chapter Two, "The
Spanish Participation," focuses on the noted commander and admin-
istrator Bernardo de Gaivez and his successful military victories at
Manchac, Baton Rouge, Mobile, and Pensacola. The exploits brought
Galvez fame, strengthened Spain's claims and. triumph when peace was
achieved in 1783, enabled shipment of military supplies to American
colonists via the Mississippi River, and engaged British soldiers who
might have been used elsewhere. In Chapter Three, "The Texas Con-
tribution," Thonhoff thoroughly documents that the first Texas cattle
drives began in 1779 as a result of Galvez's need for a food supply.
Over nine thousand Texas cattle were trailed to Louisiana for further
distribution. Thus fed, the Spanish provided the victories and accom-
plishments outlined in Chapter Two. The final brief chapter, "Some
Ramifications," largely reiterates the major points indicated in the
Introduction and throughout the texl.
Although historians of colonial Spanish America have long been
aware of Spain's contribution to the American colonists during the
Revolution, the importance of Texas beef for Galvez's successes has
never been so painstakingly and thoroughly argued. Indeed it is pre-
cisely Thonhoff's discussion of this topic that provides the book's major
contribution to scholarly literature. Thonhoff has relied upon the Bexar
Archives for his material in full recognition that additional research in
Mexico and Spain might provide additional material. Certainly, how-
ever, further material would amplify but not significantly alter the major
point about "The Texas Connection."
Readers are advised to concentrate on Chapter Three as it provides
the freshest material. While American historians will profit from the
book's unusual and useful perspective, specialists of Spanish American
history will benefit less. Indeed, the opening pages comain a number
of factual errors, e.g. the number of Viceroyalties in the late 1770s (pA),
the career of Miguel de Galvez (p.19), that could dissuade them from
ever reaching the heart of the book. Nonetheless, this book should find
•
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a receptive and appreciative audience among readers seeking an enthu-
siastically written account of the importance of Texas during an early
time in her history.
Mark A. Burkholder
University of Missouri - St. Louis
The Lady Cannoneer: A Biography of Angelina Belle Peyton Eberly,
Heroine of the Texas Archives War. By C. Richard King. (Eakin
Press, Burnet, Texas), 1981. Appendix, Index, Bibliography.
p. 182 + iii. $12.95.
Angelina Belle Peyton Eberly, born in Tennessee (date unknown),
came to Matagorda, Texas, in June, 1822. In October, 1825, she and
her first husband, Jonathan Peyton, opened a hotel at San Felipe de
Austin. After San Felipe was burned, Angelina (her husband had died
in 1834) and her two children moved to Columbia. Following her mar-
riage to Captain Jacob Eberly in 1836, the family moved to Bastrop
and then to Austin in 1839. Later she lived in Galveston and died in
Indianola in 1860. During the period of Anglo-American settlement
and the Republic Angelina Eberly as proprietress saw and talked with
many persons whose names are now famous: Manuel Mier y Teran,
Jesse Burnam, Mary Austin Holley, Sam Houston, Mirabeau B. Lamar,
William B. Travis, R. M. "Three Legged Willie" Williamson, and others.
It is as the "Heroine of the Texas Archives War" in Austin that
Mrs. Eberly has earned a place in Texas history. Unfortunately, in this
reviewer's opinion, the account of the 1842 event is the weakest part
of Professor King's work. The author certainly should have examined
at the records in the General Land Office, they Were the archives of
Texas in 1842. A wealth of material, including a valuable map dealing
with the Archives event, can all be found in the General Land Office.
Many of the basic early works that mention the episode arc not cited:
H. Yoakum, History of Texas, Vol. II (1855), J. M. Morphis, History
of Texas (1874), Anson Jones, Memoranda and Official Corre"pondence
Relating to the Republic of Texas, It" History and Annexation (1859),
William M. Gouge, The Fiscal History of Texas (1852), H. S. Thrall,
A Pictorial History of Texas (1879), Bella French Swisher, The Ameri-
can Sketch Book, Vol. VI (1881), and D. W. C. Baker, A Texas Scrap-
Book (1875).
Only in Baker's A Texas Scrap-Book-published more than thirty
years after the event-is Mrs. Eberly mentioned. Baker writes: "As
to who touched off the guns, it is not definitely settled, but it is generally
conceded that it was done by Mrs. Eberly, a worthy and respected
lady ...."
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We read on the flyleaf of The Lady Cannoneer that, "while the
book's narrative flows along like a Gothic novel, it is amply annotated
and any literary license taken by the author is firmly rooted in docu-
mented historical research." The historian may have many questions
as to what is fact and what is fiction. Many errors in spelling and
incorrect citations should have been corrected by the author or publisher.
A few examples: p. 18, "Stephen Austin and Joe Hawkins were crying
up Texas";p. 35, cites Texas Historical Association Quarterly incor-
rectly; p. 37 cites Rupert Richardson's work as Texas: The Lone Star
Land, instead of Texas: The Lone Star State; p. 77 has footnote 29 left
out; p. 82 has another incorrect citation to the Texas Historical Quar-
terly; p. 124 cites the Austin American, March 26, 1839, but the paper
was not established until 1914; p. 139, Rudolph Leopold Biesel should
be Biesele; p. 150 statues should be statutes; p. 167, William C. Birkley
should be Binkley.
Opposite the title page is a drawing of Mrs. Eberly "firing cannon
down Congress Avenue" while on page 123 we read "she did pepper
the Land Office Building." The Land Office was located on Hickory





Trails to Texas: Southern Roots of Western Cattle Ranching. By Terry
G. Jordan. (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, Nebraska
68588), 1981. Bibliography, Index, Maps, Photographs. p. 220.
$15.95.
In a thoughtful monograph, cultural geographer Terry Jordan
probes into the origins of Texas cattle ranching on the Great Plains.
After identifying six theories, he concludes that none, including the ideas
of Walter Prescott Webb, adequately explain the cattle kingdom's
development.
Believing that the Hispanic impact and South Texas influences
have been exaggerated, Jordan looks eastward. There he finds Anglo-
American influences in South Carolina. He observes herding, use of
dogs, horsemanship and other stock farm techniques. As a result Jordan
presents a three-part interpretation: (I) that open range herding'devel-
oped in South Carolina and migrated to Texas via two principal routes,
(2) that this system took hold in East Texas, and (3) that the Carolina
herding combined with the Hispanic to produce a hybrid management
system on the Great Plains.
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Focusing on 1820 - 1850, three East Texas regions are analyzed.
The most important lay along the coast from present day Je!ferson to
Jackson counties. There Southern migration brought traces of Anglo,
black, French and Spanish influences, called ethnic creolization.
From impressive research Jordan reveals the Southern impact on
the Northeast Texas prairie ranches. Yet, if some settlers depended
upon livestock principally for income, many were farmers with secondary
interest in cattle. Whilc this latter issue remained unanswered, it seemed
unconvincing to isolate East Texas ranching from the larger farmer
movement.
The third area, the East Texas Piney Woods, is an admitted mis-
nomer. From the 1750's through 1810, the Spanish prcdominated, but
thereafter cattle raising reflected predominant Southern stock farming
characteristics.
The migrations are noted from East Texas to the Great Plains
with brief interesting examples, yet without adequately explaining why.
Logically Northeast Texas migrated to the Panhandle and Cross
Timbers. The Great Plains was the scene of a blending of Southern and
Hispanic systems, with western ranching "the product of ethnic creoli-
zation." (p. 157).
Jordan has made an important contribution to Texana by ably
advocating the Southern blend of contributions to Texas livestock man-
agement. Additionally, he had made an important analysis of East
Texas history.
Irvin M. May, Jr.
Texas A&M University
Ten More Texan.> in Gray. Edited by W. C. Nunn (HilI Junior College
Press, P.O. Box 619, Hillsboro, TX 76645), 1980. Illustrations,
Bibliography, Index. p. 216.
During the Civil War, Confederate troops from Texas achieved
fame as fearless and adept soldiers. In fact certain groups which dis-
played outstanding military prowess gained national recognition. Best
known, Hood's Texas Brigade, named after General John B. Hood, was
a part of the Army of Northern Virginia, fighting in the Second Battle
of Manassas and the Atlanta campaigns. Of equal stature were Ben
McCulloch's Brigade in Missouri battles, Benjamin F. Terry's Texas
Rangers on Tennessee and Kentucky fronts, especially at Shiloh, and
Lawrence Sullivan Ross's Cavalry Brigade with the Army of Tennessee.
Moreover, several Texans became high~ranking Confederate generals-
Alben Sidney Johnston, Samuel Bell Maxey, and Thomas Green. In
addition thirty-two Texans were brigadier generals and ninety-seven
were colonels.
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In Ten Mare Texans in Gray, the companion tome to Ten Texans
in Gray, W, C. Nunn, Emeritus Professor of History at Texas Christian
University, has again compiled essays which briefly but adequately
describe ten renowned Texas Confederates. Choosing men who experi-
enced success as well as failure, he has included in this book John S.
"Rip" Ford, Thomas Green, Albert Sidney Johnston, Samuel Bell
Maxey, Ben McCulloch, Oran Milo Roberts, Lawrence Sullivan "Sui"
Ross, Henry Hopkins Sibley, Benjamin Franklin Terry, and James Webb
Throckmorton. Although fout of these ligures already have extensive
biographies, six do not; therefore, these essays are especially significant
by providing new information about Texas military leaders.
Overall, this book is a worthwhile addition to Texas Civil War
historiography. Even though ten different authors contributed to this
work, the essays are generally even in scope and writing style. The
accounts by Kathleen Williams, J. Elden Spencer, Richard Warren,
Judith Ann Benner, and Robert E. Smith are, however, slightly better
than the rest. And Nunn has not only competently edited these works
of his former graduate students but also included a useful, informative,
yet brief preface of Confederate Texas History and an extensive bibliog-
raphy. Undoubtedly, Ten Mare Texans in Gray will be appealing to
anyone who has a special interest in the Civil War.
Janet Schmelzer
Texas Tech University
One at Cleburne's Command: The Civil War Reminiscences and Diary
at Captain Samuel T. Foster, Granbury's Texas Brigade, CSA.
Edited by Norman D. Brown (The University of Texas Press, Box
7819, Austin, Texas 78712), 1980. Index. p. 192. $14.95.
A survivor of two years of grim war, Sam Foster reminisces on
Christmas Day, 1864, in his diary: "If we had counted noses then, and
again today the missing would outnumber the present." (p. 158) Echo-
ing the common soldier's combat lament heard since Thucydies, he
continues his Christmas soliloquy:
Then we were anxious to get into a fight with the Yanks; and
even feared that the war would end and we never get to see
one. Now we have seen too many of them, as is evidenced by
our numbers present today-then we were called feather bed
soldiers-now we are war veterans; but Yankee bullets will kill
one as quick as the other. (p. 158)
In one brief utterance, Samuel Foster capsulized Johnny Reb and the
dream of the Confederacy.
Editor Norman D. Brown, associate professor of history at UT
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Johnny Reb. Professor Brown wisely has allowed to leave unscathed
Sam Foster's idiosynerasies in spelling and syntax, permitting the reader
to get about an elbow's length from the whizzing minnie balls buzzing
over Captain Foster's battlegrounds.
Sam Foster was the captain of the Twenty-fourth Texas Cavalry
(dismounted) of Pat Cleburne's division in William J. Hardee's corps
during the Civil War. He witnessed his first action at Arkansas Post
(where he and the entire garrison, under severe bombardment, sur-
rendered) and, as a Confederate prisoner of war, was transported to
St. Louis; later exchanged at City Point, Virginia, Foster was sent by
rail to General Braxton Bragg's Army of Tennessee. Promoted to
captain, Foster was present at the bloody battles of Chickamauga and
Chattanooga, where he was shot in the leg. Returning to the trenches,
Captain Foster saw front line duty during the Atlanta campaign of May-
September 1864 and witnessed fierce fighting at Pickett's Mill and
Franklin, Tennessee. After Hood's debaeie at Franklin, the demoralized
Confederate army arrived at Nashville where Captain Foster was
wounded again. With Sherman's "march to the sea" history, Foster
accompanied the retreating army to Mississippi where news of Appa-
mattox tolled the death knell of the Confederacy. Following his parole
on May 2, the veteran returned to Texas where he was reunited at
Hallattsville with his family and resumed his law practice. He serVed
in the Eleventh Legislature, and in 1880 he moved to Laredo, where
six years later he was appointed United States commissioner at Laredo
for the United States District Court for the Southern District of Texas,
an office he held for thirty-three years until his death on January 8,
1919.
Sam Foster's war remilliscences are a treasure chest of Civil War
memorabilia, detailing the daily camp life of the Confederate soldier,
the preparation and shock of battle, the horrors of the amputating table
and the delirium of the battlefield wounded, the scarcity of provisions
(especially shoes) and the occasional lighter moments of uniform wash-
ing and the liberation of poultry and hogs.
In a calm, almost dispassionate voice, Captain Foster narrates the
intensity of the Atlanta campaign which culminated in the ghastly
carnage at Pickett's Mill and Franklin. Dated May 28, 1864, the diary
entry recounts vividly the slaughter at Pickett's Mill:
Men lying in all sorts and shapes and just as they had fallen,
and it seems like they have nearly all been shot in the head, and
a great number of them have their skulls busted open and their
brains running out. (p. 88)
Although wounded himself three times during his Texas Brigade
career, Captain Foster had a special dread (and sarcasm) for the army
surgeons:
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Professor Robert C. Davis
Richland College
The Doctors establishment ... is a place ... where they have
ambulances ready to go to the breastworks and bring out the
wounded, and it is also a place where they have their carving
tables fixed up to cut a man in any shape on short notice. (p. 95)
Captain Foster's venom, however, is saved for Jqhn B. Hood and the
commander's decision to order a frontal assault on entrenched Union
breastworks. Hood is a "murderer," the Oakville diarist rages, much
WOrse even than President Davis, who had relieved the camp's favorite,
General Joe Johnson, prior to the defense of Atlanta, and had thus
brought down upon his head the wrath of the army which "... at all
hours of the afternoon can be heard Hurrah for Joe Johnson and God
D--- Jeff Davis." (pp. 106-7)
With Lee's surrender the following April, Captain Foster ponders
the wild rumours flying through the Confederate camp (one fantasy
involved France declaring war on the United States after the Confeder-
acy had returned to the Union); then, when peace is secured, the diarist
reflects upon the altered impressions of the weary veterans, including
the dismay over Lincoln's assassination, the "reasoning out" of slavery
and the overwhelming desire to return home. En route to Texas, Captain
Foster's sword becomes a plowshare as he indicates his willingness to
"see our wbite children will have to study hard, and apply themselves
closely, else they will have to ride behind and let the negro hold the
reins." (p. 178)
Sam Foster was a brave, resourceful and heroic Texan who served
his flags-the Stars and Bars, the Lone Star, and his country's-faith-
fully and lovingly all his 89 years.
Professor Brown is to be commended for his copious explanatory
footnotes which are a treasure trove for the Civil War historian (arm-
chair or tenured), and for publishing a Texas Johnny Reb's reminis-
cences of the view from the trenches, around the campfire and on the
march.
Trinity County Cemeteries. Compiled by Trinity County Historical
Commission. (Nortex Press, P. O. Drawer AG, Burnet, Texas
78611), 1980. Index. p. 372. $15.00.
This book of cemetery inscriptions of Trinity County is a nice
addition to the growing number of cemetery records which have been
printed in recent years. It is most important that cemetery records be
copied and preserved because the ravages of time and vandals are
rapidly destroying many of these records.
Inscriptions from sixty cemeteries are listed in alphabetical order
by cemetery and a map is included showing the location of each. A
•
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surname index is included which makes this book a quick reference
when looking for the name of an individual believed to be buried in
Trinity County.
This volume should be in every research library and anyone looking
for records on Trinity County will be delighted.
Carolyn Ericson
Nacogdoches, Texas
Community on the American Frontier: Separate But Not Alone.
By Robert V. Hine. (University of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp
Avenue, Norman, Oklahoma 73069), 1980. Photographs, Bibli-
ography, Index. p. 292. $12.50.
Robert Hine has contrihuted a very worthwhile study of the search
for community on the American frontier. An environment where people
were "always settling, never settled" (p. 249) might seem to be an inap-
propriate focal point for studying community, but Hine rightly notes
that the vast wilderness of America offered innumerable opportunities
to launch communities, and out of this wealth of experiments, much can
be learned about the anatomy of community and Americans' relation
to it.
For the most part individualism rather than community dominated
the history of the frontier, but, as Hine demonstrates, usually both forces
were present and at times the force of community was superior. Espe-
cially was community in ascendance in the earliest Puritan settlements,
the early Spanish/Mexican ranches of the Southwest, the religious and
ethnic communes of the nineteenth century, and even, for brief spells,
in the wagon trains, mining camps, and new-born villages of the prairie
and plains. But always the openness of the frontier, the vastness of
opportunity it afforded, the infectious spirit of individualism, and the
scramble for wealth and progress broke down the reign of true com-
munity and replaced the cooperative neighbors of "Our Town"
(Gemeinschaft) with the "mutual strangers" (p. 249) of an associated,
competitive society (Gesellschaft).
Ranging widely, Hine only has time to cite a few examples from
East Texas. He commends the high-minded search for community by
Victor Considerant and his Reunion settlers as well as that by the
Sanctified Sisters at Belton.
Hine has a rich knowledge of the relevant frontier literature, but
perhaps he tried too hard to impress that fact on his readers. His
exorbitant "name-dropping" of authorities detracts from an otherwise
highly attractive narrative and sound piece of scholarship, enriched by
a wealth of fascinating photographs.
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10urney to lubilee: Groveton, Texas, U.S.A. By the Groveton Ex-
Students Association. (Groveton Ex-Students Association, Grove-
ton, Texas 75845), 1980. Photographs, Class Rosters, Biographi-
cal Sketches. p. 363. $19.95.
Although this publication emphasizes the educational activities and
leaders of the area, every aspect of family and community life is covered.
Old newspaper clippings, class diplomas, recital programs, honor awards,
etc., have been rcproduced on high-quality slick paper, to provide a
scrapebook flavor. The historian will glean information covering a span
from the l800s to 1980, especially through photos and biographical
sketches. The folklorist will chuckle over the many human interest
stories that reveal the practices and personalities of the day. Even the
genealogist might find the "missing link."
Kate Bell, Editor-in-Chief, and her twenty-three helpers, designed
this memorial to the Diamond Jubilee Homecoming of October 24 and
25, 1980, and dedicated it to those men who sacrificed their lives in
combat in defense of our country. Within its pages can be discovered
the "businesses that bloomed and died," the lawyers, physicians,
preachers, teachers, judges and farmers who searched for the American
Dream and left their mark. The durable cloth binding will preserve
its contents, so dear to the heart of those who live within its covers,
and to those who shall inherit the future of Groveton.
Ava Bush
Grapeland, Texas
American Bypaths: Essays in Honor of E. Hudson Long. Edited by
Robert C. Callmer and Jack W. Herring (Markham Press Fund
of Baylor University Press, Waco, Texas), 1980. p. ix + 235.
$19.50.
E. Hudson Long is a gentle sort of man, good to be with whether
the occasion be academic or social. He came to the English department
at Baylor University in 1949 and has been an intellectual force at
Baylor and in Texas ever since. He has presided over the Texas Folk-
lore Society, the College Conference of Teachers of English, and the
American Studies Association of Texas and was one of the three editors
of the Norton classic, The American Tradition in Literature. Hudson
has aided and influenced a long generation of scholars, and it was filling
that those closest to him should present a festschri/t in his honor.
American Bypaths: Essays in Honor 0/ E. Hudson Long is a col-
lection of nine scholarly articles on subjects in American literature. The
authors are all Hudson's students and colleagues, and their writing
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The essays range fairly widely along the American literary bypaths.
O. M. Brock tells of an episode in Samuel Johnson's life that becomes
an influence on Hawthorne's philosophy. Johnson as a young man
refused to relieve his sick father in his book stall. This act of filial
disobedience was a pain of conscience until in his old agc he returned
to the scene of his disobedience and stood, mocked by bystanders, for
an hour bareheaded in the rain. Hawthorne understood this sense of
guilt and symbolic expiation and used the theme in his writing.
Frank Leavell's essay on Jesse Stuart and his literary association
is a most readable and anecdotal treatment of an individualistic writer
moving through the established literary world of the twenties and thirties:
Robert Penn Warren, Thomas Wolfe, Edgar Lee Masters, Robert Frost.
Wilson Hudson's essay on Adams Dobie, and Webb and the use of
regional material is an engaging description of three major Southwestern
authors who, like Jesse Stuart, spun their lore out of their own soil.
James M. Day, the El Paso historian, reminds Texans that they aren't
always the heroes of the piece. In fact, in much fictional literature
with New Mexico roots, the lately-come Tcxan is a crass intruder into
that state's part of the Llano Estacada.
AIl of the essays are very readable, as well as being academically
informative: J. R. LeMaster writes about Saul Bellow, Gary Mayer on
semantics in Elmer Gantry and The Man Who Knew Cooledge, Robert
Regan on Twain and The Innocen!s Abroad, and Craig Turner on
Thornton Wilder. Andy Moore's study of the role of Luster in The
Sound and the Fury provides insight into a significant but little studied
minor character in Faulkner's classic.
Hudson Long retired in 1976 but the intellectual stimulation and
encouragement that he provided is still producing quality academic
studies.
Border Patrol with the U.S. Immigration Service on the Mexican Bound-
ary 1910-1954. By Clifford Alan Perkins-assisted by Nancy
Dickey; edited with an introduction by C. L. Sonnichsen (Texas
Western Press, The University of Texas at EI Paso, El Paso, TX
79968), 1978. Index, Photographs. p. 127. $10.00.
The author was neither a professional nor a regular writer except
for Government reports. After about forty years' service in the Border
Patrol and in the Inspection branches of the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service and about twenty years of retirement, when he
was in his eighties, he began to set down his reminiscences at the urging
of his family. The result was a 600 page manuscript reduced in editing
and preparation for publication to about 55,000 words.
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The setting is the Mexican Border. The time pedod to which
almost all the book is devoted was 1911 to 1930. Although the author
was in charge of inspection activities at one of the most active crossing
points on the U.S.-Mexico border (San Ysidro, California) from 1930
to 1953, only a few pages are devoted to this experience. The principal
topics of discussion are Mexicans, Chinese, liquor, Prohibition, smuggl·
ing, gunfights, hardship, sorrow, and success.
The book lacks the specificity and precision that might be
expected of a historian. The establishment of the agency for which the
author worked for about forty years is not pinpointed in time. The hiring
of the first immigration officer to work outdoors to prevent the smuggling
and illegal entry of aliens is described only in the caption to one photo-
graph and even then with some lack of agreement with professional
accounts.
Great detail in some places and complete omission of major events
in others are puzzling. Pancho Villa's facial features are described in
detail, but his raid on Columbus, New Mexico is not mentioned. Slight,
and not exactly complimentary, mention is made of U.S. Army troops
on the Mexican border after 1918, but there is no mention at all of the
National Guard, the Pershing Expedition, or the Zimmermann message
in 1916 and 1917.
The absence of footnotes, reference notes and bibliography may
indicate that the author did not mean this to be a historical document.
He told it as he remembered it, and warmth and feeling take the place
of dates and places. The reader is almost sure to learn about character,
dedication to duty, frustration, and conversely, the self-fulfillment of
a job well done.
The book will be interesting to all readers, nostalgic to those who
lived in the Southwest during Prohibition, and of particular interest to
law enforcement personnel or thejr relatives. One former Border Patrol
executive could not put it down until he had finished reading it. He
commented, "That book should be required reading for every new
Border Patrol Agent."
William T. Toney, Jr.
Stephen F. Austin State University
(Former Chief Patrol Inspector,
U.S. Border Patrol)
Someone Like You. By Stella Gipson Polk. (Eakin Press, P.O. Drawer
AG, Burnet, Texas 78611), 1981. Photographs. p. 102. $7.95.
Someone Like You is one of the most enjoyable, entertaining, and
educational books reflecting the way of life of a typical Texas hill coun-
try family from the pre-depression years of the early 1920's to the
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present. Comparable to hcr folklorist brothcr, Fred Gipson, Stella
captures the heart and soul of the everyday life of the early ranchers
nestled between the San Saba River and the Llano River. The honest,
straight-forward, strong, and charming style of writing reflects the
character of the author and her beloved husband Pascal (Jack) Polk,
for whom the narrative consistently reminisces.
One of the most valuable traits of this historical narrative is that
Stella reveals for the reader the big picture not by generalizations, but
by constantly recalling the interrelationships of specific events and
details. For example, "I've had a good life,' you'd say ... 'I've been
so cold I couldn't strctch my fingers; so hot I'd put cigarette papers
across my lips to hold off thc sun and wind and dirt, but I'm still an
old-time cowboy and I've lovcd it." "No cowboy would be caught
dead at a rodeo without his Stetson." "But John ·threw a hissie and
told me we were trying to steal his steers. How awful. What did you
do about it? I blacked his damned eye. Oh, Jack, I'm so ashamed. I
thought we were to civilized to fight." ... "Then the government initiated
... one of the greatest boons to ranchers." ... "And through it all we
learned that bitter lesson-everytime we mastered nature we gained a
bit more knowledge but lost something in spirit."
Because Stella's writing reawakens that "lost spirit," her book will
always remain a treasure in the best collections of Texas hill country
history. Her remembrances bring to light for the present and the
future a way of living that has past without a foreseeable hope of
rebirth.
Duncan Muckelroy
San Jose Mission State Historic Site
San Antonio
The University of Texas: A Pictorial Account of Its First Century. By
Margaret C. Berry. (The University of Texas Press, P.O. Box
7819, Austin, TX 78712), 1980. Photographs, Index, Appendix.
p. 425. $25.00.
If the Old Chinese proverb, "one picture is worth 10,000 words,"
is a truism, then this University of Texas pictorial account is an invalu-
able treatise. To commemorate the centennial of the University, admin-
istrators commissioned Margaret C. Berry, a director of the University
Writings Collection, to assemble pictures that would depict all aspects
of collegiate life. Thus, with a fantastic assemblage of photographs and
succinct explanatory accounts, she produced this handsome tome.
Berry divided institutional activities into eleven categories and
illustrated them beautifully. For instance, "University Environs" pic-
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tures, besides many unique buildings, such attractions as Barton Springs,
Wooldridge Park, Tom Miller Dam, and Scholz Garten. "The Campus"
and "Building Development" sections show the continued growth of
the university in style and architecture. The categories on "Regents"
and "Faculty" display hundreds of individual photographs with brief
comments recognizing competence and expertise, while the "Student"
and "Ex-student" sections demonstrate the wide range of collegiate life
and acknowledge the contributions by some of the 30,000 alumni such
as Janie Briscoe, Sam Rayburn, Allen Shivers, John Connally, Farrah
Fawcett, and Earl Campbell. Two other areas-"Libraries and Special
Collections" and "Athletics," which have achieved great national recog-
nition-are also selectively well done. And, finally "Artifacts" of the
campus and "Unforgettable Incidents" seem to be "catch-all" sections.
Margaret Berry has captured the visual life of an outstanding
university and has made the reader cognizant of its contributions to
both the state and nation. Even though this work will be "nostalgic"
for many readers, it represents much more; for as University of Texas
President Peter T. Flawn so aptly noted: "Behind the nostalgia is the
evolution, recorded in images, of a great institution (p. xxiii).
Ben Procter
Texas Christian UniverSity
Saddles. By Russell H. Beatie. (The University of Oklahoma Press,
1005 Asp Ave., Norman, OK 73019), 1981. Illustrations, Bibli-
ography. p. 391. $35.00.
I'm not sure how much one needs to know about saddles-in our
fashionable modern world of western chic. It's almost enough to have
a shirt with rhinestone buttons, Jordache jeans, ostrich hide boots, and
a betassled Stetson style hat. That will get you down the street, at
least. However, if the western mystique gets the officianado off the
parking lot and into the cow lot he'd do well to learn his saddlery. And
Russel Beatie has put it all together in Saddles. If you don't understand
the words, he has included detailed labeled drawings by Nancy Kay
Niles and Judy Osborn. Plus many pictures, ancient and modern.
Saddles is an encyclopedic study of a cultural artifact that gave
men a little more control of his environment and a little better chance
of survival in an accelerating world where mobility and control were
deciding factors.
Saddles naturally begins with the horse, his coming to Asia from
the American continent and his spread throughout the Old World. The
earliest known use of a domesticated horse-an onager, in this case-
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was in the fourth miIlinium in Asia Minor. By 2000 BC Mesopotamians
were riding horses bareback but with very modern-looking bridles.
Assyrians were using riding cloths in the eighth century BC, and the
cavalry of sennacherib rode cinched quilted pads. In spite of Xeno-
phon's ridicule of the Persians because they were so effete as to use
riding cloths, the craft of saddlery continued to elaborate and complicate.
The toe-ring, first used by Indians in the second century Be eventually
evolved into a stirrup. At a much later date all sorts of pommels and
cantles were developed to suit the needs of the medieval mounted
knights. Saddle horns, very necessary for a working cowboy, didn't
come into being until the eighteenth century.
The saddle that became the home of the Texas cowboy was an
offspring of the Spanish saddle. It began as a single-piece wooden
frame, or tree, that had a fork (with a horn after the 1820s) and a
raked cantle. Stirrup leathers were usually strapped through the tree,
and the stirrups were carved out of solid pieces of oak. There were no
fenders or skirts or side jockeys. It was an elemental saddle, but it was
the beginning of the cowboy business.
Beatie goes from fundamentals to superficials as he describes all
the modern embellishments-the embossings, paddings, variations on
forks and cantles, stirrups, and conchas. He has chapters on side
saddles, English saddles, cavalry saddles, historically famous saddles,
and an appendix on early saddle makers. Saddles contains all one
needs to understand the relation of horse, rider, and accoutrements
-pictures, glossary, and illustrations of classic saddles that will make
any horseman's heart bum with real lust.
And wouldn't Xenophon have been appalled had he seen the saddle
Tom Mix was sitting on when he and Tony rode off into the sunset!
The silver on it would have ransomed Athens.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University
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BOOK NOTES
If I Tell You A Hen Dips Snuff . .. By Bob Bowman. (Lufkin Printing
Company, P.O. Box 589, Lufkin, TX 75901). p. 121. Index.
If I tell you a hen dips snuff, Boh Bowman can tell you where to
look for the evidence-under her wing. This is supposed to mean that
if I tell you something, you can believe it. When I first heard this
expression, it involved a gnat of specific function and a freight train,
but, as Bowman admits, many id:oms have varying wordings and mean-
ings and meanings in different places. I also once heard John Wayne
say the same thing as Rooster Cogburn regarding a chicken and a freight
train, so that must be Hollywood style. What this hook contains is
East Texas versions of everything, a la Bowman. They are produced
by the region's mixed geographic and ethnic background, a result of
the cowboy and Old South collision in the piney woods. This produced
"a distinctive way of expressing things ... a linguistic potpourri of
farm-boy homilies, ranch-hand proverbs, and log-cutter sayings." Bow-
man admits that some of his collected sayings may not mean much to
the Dallas or Houston housewife or businessman, hut I'll bct they will.
Everyone can understand the meaning of most of his sayings beeause
the successful idiom is descriptive and clear. Of course, some are so
specialized as to require translation.
This is a good successor for Bowman's BEST OF EAST TEXAS,
and follows a simple format. He presents a folksy idiom in boldface,
then translates its meaning for those who need it. Mostly he is as clear
as crystal, and for one who knows that the show's not over 'till the fat
lady sings, I must repeat his Epidomy of Idiomy from page 74, where
he defines one idiom with another; "DON'T SHOOT YOUR HORSE
'CAUSE YOU DON'T LIKE THE WAY THE RACE WAS RUN"
means "Don't cut off your nose to spite your face." That Bowman is
a real going-Jessie.
Malcolm D. McLean's pace on his Roberlson Colony Papers project
is quickening. Volume VII, on materials covering the period from
December 6, 1831 through October, 1833, is now available (The Uni-
versity of Texas at Arlington, UTA Box 929, Arlington, TX 76019.
Price: $25.00). This volume covers Stephen F. Austin's application for
the Nashville Colony lands previously awarded to Sterling Robertson
as agent for the company. Austin and his partner, Samuel M. Williams,
obtained a charter for the land, but, according to Robertson, the Nash-
ville charter had not yet lapsed. McLean continues to make a case for
the Robertson position on this century and a half old controversy in
this volume. The book includes materials on John Austin, Thomas
Jefferson Chambers, Robertson's suit for the colony, the appeal to
Mier y Teran, Sam Houston's arrival in Texas, and other subjects. This
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is a continuing saga, so anyone who has followed the Robertson version
of the story through the first six volumes will surely want to continue
the string.
The Texas State Histodcal Association has produced a useful book
for those interested in a topical approach to Texas history. Texas Vistas:
Selections from the Southwestern Historical Quarterly, edited by Ralph
A. Wooster and Robcrt A. Calvert, is reminiscent of our own Eastern
Texas History in that it is a reproduction of articles which previously
appeared in the Quarterly in book form. It is available from the Associ-
ation (Sid Richardson Hall 2.306, University Station, Austin, TX 78712.
$6.50 paper or $11.95 cloth). Texas Vistas contains articles by Herbert
E. Bolton, Robert S. Weddle, Eugene C. Barker, R. Henderson Shuffler,
Dorman Winfrey, Llerena B. Briend, Wayne Gard, John Edward
Weems, Robert V. Haynes, Wooster and Calvert, and others. Each
article is well written, of course, and the editors have exercised good
judgment in their selections to illustrate Texas history.
The Danish Texans, a 1980 publication in the Texians and the
Texans Series, of the Texan Institute of Cultures, marks a departure
from their previous publications in the series. This item is a book-
length presentation of the contribution of the Danish people in Texas.
It is the product of considerable field research and interviews with
prominent Danish peoples in Texas, including Lloyd Bentsen, Sr. Many
of the volume's 'tories are personal accounts, and this is the first publi-
cation to deal with the contribution of this ethnic group to Texas. The
book is well illustrated and printed in an eye-casing browntone. It is
available from the Institute of Texan Cultures, P. O. Box 1226, Univer-
sity of Texas at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX 78294.
The Newton County Historical Commission has sponsored the
publication of A Journal of the Coincidences and Acts of Thomas S.
McFarland, an early pioneer of East Texas. McFarland's Journal is
available from Nortex Press (Drawer AG, Burnet, TX 78611) and is
published on the 100th anniversary of his death. McFarland served in
the war for Texas independence, represented Jasper and Jefferson
counties in the Congress of the Republic and in such local offices as
Chief Justice of San Augustine, Postmaster of Belgrade, and as notary
public. His Journal is useful in showing the development of East Texas,
particularly in the river front communities.
For (hose interested in the story of oil in East Texas, Al Eason's
Boom Town: Kilgore, Texas (Kilgore Chamber of Commerce, P.O.
Box 1582, Kilgore, TX 75662) will prove fun reading. The book is
well illustrated with photos of Kilgore's oil boom days. It is divided
into sections entitled "Tales of a Boom Town," including stories on
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"Fighting Females" and "Boom Town Justice;" "The History of Kil-
gore"; and a section on "Pioneer Families,"
F. M. McCarty's New Texas Guidebook (Eakin Press, Box 178,
Burnet, TX 78611, $7.95) is an interestil1g and useful volume, especial-
ly if you keep it handy in your car when travelling. IUlrovides a guide
to the Travel Trails of Texas established in the administralion of Gov-
ernor John B. Connally, plus items of interest along the Interstate high-
ways. With photos and narrative, McCarty covers Texas from the plains
to the forests to the mountains and the Rio Grande Valley. It could
be handy if you are showing someone around during the Sesquicentennial
and need a quick reference to an item of historical or public interest.
The Saga of Texas Cookery, An Historical. Guide of More Than
One Hundred Twenty Recipes Illustrating The French Influence on
Texas Cuisine, The Spanish Influence, and the Mexican, Including Atro
Contributions From the European Settlers In the RepUblic of Texas
and From The Resourceful Southerners During the Confederacy, As
Well As From Texans of Every Sort Right Down to the Present,
by Sara Morgan, wins this issue's prize for the longest and most descrip-
tive title. It is available from the Texian Press (Box 1684, Waco, TX
76703, $10.95). I think I will try the recipe for jambalaya when I get
a chance. The volume is full of interesting recipes of the food which
sustained our ancestors, and just reading them makes me think they
ate pretty well.
In the continuing revision of the traditional version of the battle
at the Alamo, the Jenkins Publishing Company (Box 2085, Austin, TX
78768, $9.50) has published A Mexican Sergeant's Recollections of the
Alamo and San Jacinto, by Francisco Becerra as told to John S. Ford
in 1875, with an introduction by Dan Kilgore. Kilgore's part is an
excellent review of nineteenth century literature on the Alamo and its
role in modern interpretations of the Alamo story. Because of slimness
of the volume and its price, this is a collector item, but it also offers
an additional chapter in the never ending obsession of Texans with the
Alamo.
The Texas Navy, Governor William P. Clements, Commander in
Chief, has produced a beautiful portfolio of paintings and drawings of
naval vessels by Bruce Marshall, Emil Bunjes, Frank Karppi and Don
Davis. Text, compendium, and other illustrations complete the project,
and tell the story of the Texas Navy in its nineteenth century glory. A
most interesting and useful portion is a list of "Memorable Dates ih
Navy Annals" which provides an excellent chronology of naval activities.
It is available from the Texas Navy, headquartered at Box 125, Galves-
ton, TX 75500.
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And the Daughters of the Republic of Texas, James Frederick
Gover Chapter, Hemphill, has published a useful volume, History and
Tax Records of the Sabine District and Sabine Caunty. This brief book
contains county historical maps, a history of the district and the county,
the 1809 census of the Nacogdoches District for Sabine County citizens,
the 1837 Sabine County Tax Records, and the 1846 Tax records.
Uoyd Lyman continues to produce exquisite books at the Texas
A&M Press (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, College Station,
TX 77843). At hand are two new publications, The Texas Hill Country
Interpretations by Thirteen Artists ($29.95) and Texas West of the Pecos
($29.95). The first contains paintings by Texas' best, including Kelly
Fearing, Michael Frary, John Guerin, Woody Gwyn, William Hoey,
William Lester, Ivan McDougal, Gay McGaughy, Ancel E. Nunn, Emily
Guthrie Smith, E. Gordon West, Ralph White, and the incomparable
E. M. "Buck" Schiwetz. This is volume five in the Joe and Betty Moore
Texas Art Series, and A. C. Greene, an artist with words, painted a
sensitive introduction to the rest of the art in the book. John Leeper
provided an interpretative Foreward. You just have to see the paintings
to remember how beautiful Texas can be. And Jim Bones' photographs
of Texas West of the Pecos are almost too beautiful to believe it is Texas.
With a touch equal to that of Ancel Adams, he has captured every
possible hue of nature. This is superior to his previous work on the
Hill Country.
The Amon Carter Museum (Box 2365, Fort Worth, TX 76101)
has published their first Anne Burnett Tandy Lecture in American
Civilization, entitled The Southern Landscape Tradition in Texas, by
John Brincherhoff Jackson. Jackson discusses The Virginia Heritage:
Fencing, Farming and Cattle Raising; The Nineteenth-Century Rural
Landscape: The Courthouse, the small College, the Mineral Spring, and
the Country store; and The Sunbelt City: The Modern City, the Strip
and the Civic Center.
Governors are getting a lot more press these days. Not long ago
the Texas State Archives published a volume on selected inaugural
addresses of Texas governors that we kind of liked, and now Arkansas
and louisiana are into the act. Sidney J. Remero's "My Fellow Citi-
zens~': The Inaugural Addresses of Louisiana's Governors (Center for
Louisiana Studies, USL, Box 4-0831, Lafayette, LA 70504) begins
with territorial governor W. C. C. Claiborne and concludes with current
Governor David Treen. Huey Long and Edward Edwards are there
too, of course. The volume is well illustrated and edited. The Ower-
nors of Arkansas: Essays in Political Biography, edited by Timothy P.
Donovan and Willard B. Gatewood (University of Missouri Press, 200
Lewis Hall, Columbia, MO 65211) is composed of sketches of the
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state's first thirty-nine governors, beginning with James Sevier Conway
in 1836, and ending with David H. Pryor in 1979. Former Governor
Bill Clinton, who served from 1979-81, wrote a Foreward. Each essay
is written by a different biographer and a line drawing of each governor
is included.
William W. Savage's, The Cowboy Hero: His Image in American
History and Culture (University of Oklahoma Press, 1005 Asp Ave.,
Norman, OK 73069) begins with an introductory discussion of the
elusive historical cowboy. Savage reviews the cowboy hero in his
various guises-as a cowboy doing the work of cowboys, as musician,
as performer on stage and in wild West shows, and as a man's man.
He analyzes the use of the cowboy image in contemporary advertising.
And his book has a picture of Willie Nelson. Savage's work is a thought
provoking look at our own time, and should prove stimulating to those
interested in popular culture, as is the writer.
Finally, Ernest Speck's entry in the Boise State University Western
Writers Series, No. 49, Benjamin Capps. examines the life and career
of this Archer County author. The series will eventually contain mono-
graphs on nearly all writers on the west, although the editors are trying
not to duplicate work done in the University of Minnesota American
Writers Series or the Steck-Vaughn Southwest Writers Series. Capps
has written eight novels and three non-fiction books, mostly dealing with
Indians and Indian-White relations. The approach is more analytical
of Capps' writing than biographical, but Speck's wit is not surpressed
by the format. He does good work.
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